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By The Alsoclated Press
Iranian Finance Minister Abolhassan
Bani Sadr, a moderate who is said to
favor efforts to free the the American
hostages in Tehran, swept to an early
overwhelming lead today in Iran's
presidential balloting.
"I've definitely won," he said.
The official Iranian news agency,
Pars, said the French-trained
economist and longtime associate of
Ayatollah RutioIlah Khomeini received
up to 80 percent of the votes cast Friday
In some parts of ,Tehran, the Iranian
capital.
Early returns showed him rolling up
a huge lead over the other seven can-
didates in three cities in northern Iran.
In Rasht, 150 miles north of the capital,
Beni Sadr captured 148,417 of the
180,207 votes cast. In nearby Furnan, he
captured 45,995 out of 51,717, and in
Bandar Anzah, he won 22,113 of 34,667.
In balloting in the western part of the
country, Beni Sadr captured more than
90 percent of the vote in Qasr-t-Shirin
and more than 80 perc.va ip Ram
Hormoz.
He was running a distant second in
Kerman, the largest city in southeast
Iran, but observers said it was likely he
weuld win the needed majority anyway.
If no candidate wins a majority, a
runoff will be held Feb. 8 between the
two leaders.
An estimated 98 percent of the 22
million eligible voters — men and
women over the age of 16 — reportedly
participated in the first presidential
election since now-deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi came to
power 37 years ago.
Beni Sadr, 46, was fired as Iran's
acting foreign minister Nov. 28, after
his efforts to resolve the U.S.-Iranian
crisis were rebuffed by Khomeini and
the militants holding the estimated 50
American hostages at the occupied U.S.
Embassy.
At one point in November, Mint Sadr
suggested the hostages might be freed
if the United States agreed to an in-
ternational inquiry into alleged crimes
by the shah. U.N. Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim is still trying to work
out such a "package deal" involving
release of the hostages for a U.N.-
sponsored investigation of the shah,
now living in Panama.
• United Campus Ministry
Starts Volunteer Center
The United Campus Ministry has
announced a new arm of its services to
Murray State University and the
greater community with the initiation
of the Volunteer Center.
"The Volunteer Center wW serve as
an information and referral source,
linking potential volunteers to agen-
cies, organizations, or groups where
volunteer services can be utilized," a
spokesman said.
Marsha Cain, coordinator of the
Volunteer Center, reports that op-
portunities for volunteer workers are
numerous. Volunteers can choose to
work with young children, teenagers,
young adults and the elderly in a
variety of settings.
Some people need help from a
volunteer tutor, others need tran-
sportation to see a doctor, while still
others who are shut-ins need someone
to visit them on a regular basis, she
said. Presently, more than sixty
volunteers are being sought.
The Volunteer Center is looking for
people who are genuinely interested in
others and have a commitment to
serve, Cain said. Persons with both
general ability and those with special
interests are needed now.
Persons with a love of plaets may be
interested in sharing their knowledge
with Senior Citizens in a Greenhouse
.hcpointed out. Do-it-your-
selfers may be encouraged to share
their time and skills with a -person who
is unable to maintain their own home.
Craft enthusiasts might consider
sharing their talents with some elderly
persons. The possibilities can be almost
endless.
Persons interested in learning more
about Volunteer opportunities through
the Volunteer Center may call Cain at
753-3531 or stop in at the United Campus
Ministry Office at Room 201 Ordway
Hall.
Airport BoardAdopt-s' Code;
Hears Report On Fuel Tank
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board adopted its own model
procurement code at its Friday lun-
cheon meeting.
The code will serve as the purchasing
guideline for all airport transactions. It
was formulated from codes of various
organizations by board member Hamp
Erwin. County Judge-Executive Robert
0. Miller, another board member,
consulted Erwin on the project.
Concerning other business, chairman
Hugh L. Oakley reported the jet fuel
tank has been installed and is ready for
business.
The new fuel tank makes the Murray
facility one of the few Kentucky air-
ports and possibly the only one of its
size in the state with jet fuel available,
Oakley said.
He added the Murray airport now has
fuel to serve all types of aircrafts.
The project on patching the runway
has been completed, except for state
approval on the patches on Runway 23,
Oakley said.
Some discussion was given to con-
struction of the concrete base for the
new 1-hangar. No motions were made.
The new hangar will house 10 planes.
"CAMPUS LIGHTS" REHEARSAL — Greg Bingman, Carrell, ill., senior,
makes a point during a rehearsal for the 43rd annual "Cam us Lights" student
musical production at Murray State Una ersity. He is the dl ctor of the show to
play in Lovett Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. on Feb. 7-8-9 and at 4.m. Feb. 10, Beth
Kenady, (left), a Princeton freshman and Kristy Calman (right), a Sturgis
freshman, work on lines from scenes in the Broadway-type musical.






FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
legislature has been told it will be giver.
an unprecedented part in developing
the state budget.
However, Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
told House Democrats that respon-
sibility will involve some hard spending
decision.
Brown met with the Democratic
caucus for 45 minutes in a closed-door
meeting Friday and painted a bleak
anancial picture for the state.
In a later interview with reporters in
the Capitol hallway, Brown said "I just
told them I want them to realize where
we stand financially and to give them
some food for thought."
Brown said that the chairmen of the
House and Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committees — Sen. Michael
Moloney, D-Lexington and Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville — will meet with
Finance Secretary George Atkins and
his staff to work on the budget.
"They will work together for an
executive budget," Brown said. "It has
never been done that the two A&R
chairmen and the executive branch
have recommended a budget."
"That will save a lot of time later
instead of coming in with a surprise
budget and dumping it in their laps,"
Brown said.
"I just want us all to work together,
we have the same problems" Brotr,
said.
However, Brown noted that Any final
decisions will still be his, since it is his
Typical 'Big Man On Campus'
Story Set For 'Campus Lights'
"An easily identified-with story about
a typical 'big man on campus" is how
the 1980 version of the "Campus
Lights" student musical production at
Murray State University is described
by its director.
Greg Bingman, a Carmi, Ill., senior,
said the 43rd annual show scheduled
Feb. 7-10 has a special disco scene,
complete with lights, instrumentals,
and dancers. The special effects give
the scene an authentic appearance,
fain grnae., Attdecl, pia_t aliould be
especially interesting to Y-Oafriger
members of the audience.
'The show follows the life of the 'big
man on campus' through the problems
he encounters with his freshman room-
mate, girlfriend, and fellow students. It
illustrates the actions he takes to solve
his problems," he said.
The show follows the format of a
Broadway musical comedy.
Music in the show comes from artists
Billy Joel, Andrew Gold, and borrows
numbers from the well-known musical
"The Wiz." It also features a
rearrangement of the popular Bette
Midler melody "In The Mood."
This year's show will also include
three original compositions written by
cast members Wayne Pope, French
Village, Mo.; Jay Fern, Calvert City;
and grills Msy,_ Paducah.
Shortage Of Places To Rent Faces
Those Driven From House Market
WASHINGTON (AP) — Potential
buyers driven away from the housing
market by record high mortgage in-
terest rates face hardships on another
front: a growing shortage of decent
places to rent.
Government figures released Friday
showed that while rents rose a
relatively modest 8 percent last year,
only 5 percent of all rental units in the
nation were vacant during the last
quarter of the year.
into a net reduction of 5.3 percent in the
average worker's buying power.
There was one bright note Friday: an
Agriculture Department prediction
that food prices are not likely to climb
quite as rapidly during the next few
months as they did in 1979.
However, the department's chief
economist, Howard W. Hjort, cautioned
that food price increases might pick up
later in the year and wind up recording
a rise on the order of 7 percent to 11
percent by year's end.
That low rate compares with an 8 By comparison, the Labor Depart-percent vacancy rate during the 1960s. ment figures released Friday showedMoreover, the current rate is liZ.V.aed that food pric7 rose 10.9 percent into exaggeratethe number of practical 4979.
vacancies because many of the empty ----..../A shortage of'tefital housing platesapartments are substandard or located special hardships on single people, the
in undesirable areas The rental figures elderly, childless couples and those whowere contained in a report by the prefer the mobility and freedom that
General Accounting Office, the in- apartments permit.vestigative arm of Congress. Despite the relatively modest rise tri-
ne rental data came on the heels of rents last year — when conapared with
figior laepartrnent statistics- showing the overall Inflation rate — price
the overall inflation rate rose 13.3 remains a serious problem to many
percent in 1979, the sharpest jump in 33 tenants
years. Nearly half of all renters pay 25
Coupled with average earning percent or more of their income for
figures, the inflation rate translates rent, and about 30 percent of those pay
out more than 35 percent.
Those figures notwithstanding, many
economists say rents are not rising fast
enough to encourage investors to build
new rental units.
"Rents in December increased at
one-fourth the rate of overall inflation,"
noted Jack Carlson, chief economist of
the National Association of Realtors.
Carlson also suggested that rent
controls are aggravating the problem
of not enough rental housing being
built.
The National Association of Home
Builders says the nation is losing about
1.5 percent of its rental units each year
because of abandohibents, foreclosureg
and conversions to condominiums and
cooperatives.
Robert Sheehan, an economist with
the home builders association,
estimates demand for rental units will
average 45e,000 a year for the next five.
years.
By contrast, he said the association
anticipates construction this year of
about 150,000 subsidized units and only
about 225,000 nonsubsidized apart-
ments
The show will feature more dancing
and instrumental music this year than
in previous years, a change made to
involve more people in the production.
"One of. my goals is to have a number
of performers participating in the
show," Bingman added.
Written, difected, and performed by.
a company or 127 students, the show is
sponsored by the Gamma Delta chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia men's music
fraternity on campus.
Proceeds-go into r scholarship fund
Mrtrirdriihrgliesfirrian musk- mairs. •
The music scholarship program was
begun about 1952.
Along with a cast of 20, the production
also includes an on-stage chorus of 42
singers and dancers, and a production
staff numbering 40. Dr. Roger Reich-
muth, chairman of the Department of
Music, is faculty adviser.
Begun in 1938, "Campus Lights" went
through some lean years in its early
history, especially during World War
II. When war disrupted life in the
United States the male population on
the campus dwindled drastically, and
women took over the production. It
became known for two or three years
during the peak of wartime as the
"Campus Dimouts."
But with the infra ormen returning
to college from the service following the
•
41.
war, the show began to undergo a
rejuvenation. Since that postwar
renewal, "Campus Lights" has con-
tinued to grow in popularity and pur-
pose. It is now known as one of the
oldest campus musical traditions in the
country.
Besides supporting the scholarship
program the show serves each year as
a kind of homecoming for "old grads"
and as an opportunity to expose many
high school students from a six-state
area to Murray State. .
- This year -dsp,dt f the •
cast of.1938 is planned. A committee,
made up of fraternity members and
Department of Music members, has
been working on the project since early
last fall. Plans already include a
banquet and a number of social events.
The curtain goes up at 8:15 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday and-3
p. m. on Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.
Ticket prices are $3.50 each with all
seats reserved. Groups of 10 to 25 will
be admitted for $3 each and groups of
more than 25 for 82.50 each, if tickets
are purchased in advance.
Reservations to attend any of the
performances may be made by visiting
or calling the Department of Music
office in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the Campus, telephone (5021
762-42
reponsibWty to submit a budget to the
legislature.
Brown said he would meet again with
the lawmakers in a week to 10 days to
update the situation.
Brown said the state has lost nearly
$200 million in potential revenue
through tax cuts passed bY the 1979
special session of the General
Assembly.
He said the total short fall over the
next biennium for obligated programs
or "worthy items" would be $310
million.
Brown said he did not talk
specifically about tax increases, but "I
don't rule anything out. I am looking to
tightening state government in every
way I can.
"We have some hard decisions to
make, especially in the first year
because of recession and the impact of
new programs committed but with no
funding provided," Brown said.
He said he was still not ruling out the
possibility of a oneyear continuation
budget with a special session of the-
legislature to adopt a budget far-the
second year of the biennium.
Brown blamed the current financial
problems on lack of planning by
previous athiainistrations and
legislatures.
"That's what's wrong with govern-
ment," Brown said. "In the past
politics has existed hand-to-mouth from
, getting elected to getting elected.
When the last administration went
inot office there was a $144 million
surplus," he said. "We plan by July Ito
have an $18.5 million surplus.
"In a state this size, with our size
revenues, at the minimum we should
have a $100 million surplus to meet
federal matching programs that come
on stream during the biennium,"
Brown said. And to fund cutbacks in
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colder with a chance of snow
flurries tonight and Sunday. Low
tonight 20 to 25. High Sunday 30 to
35. Winds northeasterly 10 to 15
mph through tonight.
Ky Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy skies are ex-
pected Monday and Tuesday and
a chance of snow about Wed-
nesday. Lows in the 20s Monday
and the mid teens to mid 20s
Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs
generally in the 30s.
HONOREIY— C.O. Bondurant (middle), chairman of membership and attendance for the Kentucky Lake Chapter of the
National Association of Retired Federal Emphryces (NARFE), was recognized Friday for his outstanding service in
recruiting nos members for the organization during 1979. Bondurant also is chairman of membership for the Kentucky.
Federation of NARFE chapters, a post he has held the last four years. R.H. Douglas right), second vice president of the
Kentucky Federation, presented Bondurant with the President's Club Pin and a certificate of achievement. At left is Gene
Tarry, president of the local NARFE chapter. The ceremony took place at the regular') scheduled NARFE meeting.
- •
-




Murray Art Guild will
present a Chinese Painting
and Calligraphy by Terence T.
Choy at the guild, 103 North
Sixth Street, at 2 p.m. For
information call 753-9085 from
1 to 5 p.m. luesday through
Saturday.
Murray State Lady Racers
will play. a basketball game
with the ,Northern Kentucky.
Women at 7 p.m. in the
Murray State Sports Arena.
The N1SU Men will play a
game with Georgia Southern
at Statesboro Ga., at 7 p.m.
Happenings In Community
Saturday, Jan. 26
Chili supper, sponsored by.
Murray Assembly No. 119
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls, will be held from 5:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Cost for chili, dessert, and
drink will be $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children under
112.
Volunteer Painting Party
will be held at 8 a.m at the
First Baptist Church.
Murray Senia re-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.




 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 21, 1980
What kind of das will
•-v tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 1914V4
Crankiness could lead to
misunderstandings. Make a
special effort to inform others
of plans or mix-ups a
possibility.
TAURUS
,Apr. 20 to May 201 644as,
- Jealousy could arise at a
party. Watch out for those who
-tease. Get a firm grip -on
yourself re spending and
credit.
GEMINI
1May 21 to June 20 )ngdit
The day may not go as
planned. Watch friction with
family. A date should prove
•Measurable, but see people as
they really are.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22 )
3
Ends.Thurs

















Chestnut Si • 753-3314
Late Show
Fri. & Set. 11:40
ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT
1 OR OVER ONLY
Inner tensions could break
out as arguments. You'll be




iJuly 23 to Aug. 22)4 If‘(
Mixed signals from a
romantic interest conld leave
you a bit confused. Don't play
the part of the- big spender.
Social life busy. -
VIRGO •
t Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 IIP
Avoid romantic arguments.
A career idea is worthwhile,
but the way you express it to
others may be faulty. Don't
expect immediate feedback.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )41-n
Watch out for a romantic
entanglement-with somebody
from wor-k. Hidden in-
nuendoes affect com-
munications. Be -a good ob-
server.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 inietC'
A social gathering could be
marred by, someone's envy.
Problems re love and sex
could arise. Don't play cat and
mouse.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
A,day of ups and downs re
close relationships. When you
put it all together, you may not
be sure where you stand. Play
it easy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
Peace of mind could be
easily disturbed by friction
with others. Someone at a
distance may not mean
exactly what they say.
AQUARIUS
.011Am.
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Watch extravagant spen-
ding re clothes and luxury
items. Your judgment may be
off re romantic questions.
Wait and see.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
The accent is on give and
c_lose relatiaoships A.
mist of uncertainty surrounds
a career plan. Attend to
family needs.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and can succeed in a
number of occupations.
Though you dislike taking
orders, you are naturally
interested in your fellowman
and can succeed in politics,
public-affairs, and civic
reform. Both artistic and
intellectual, you will find
happiness as a teacher,
writer, actor, musician or
sculptor. Your greatest
success comes when you do
your own thing and express
your originality. You would
, make a good leader for a
cause. You can also succeed in
law and business. Birthdate
of: Lewis Carroll, author;
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,



















Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 12 noon at the club
house with Jo Hem n Curris as
speaker.
Al-A-Then is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pasirflion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Sunday, Jan. 27
Study of Middle East will
start at 5:30 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church. A
chili supper will be served. Dr.
Farouk Umar will be spacial
speaker.
Mopday. Jan. 28
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Delpha
Taylor at 7ja. m.
WMU of the Blood River
Baptist Association will meet
at 10 a.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch.
ladies Winter Tennis
League will meet, at 9:15 a.m.
at the Murray High School
Tennis Courts to go to the
Kenlake Tennis Center to play
at 10 am.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the




meet at 7:15 p.m. • For in-
formation am U 759-1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to any
person over 18 years of age
who is single due to death,
divorce or never having been
married.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 ain. at the club
house.
Baptist Men of Sinking.
Spring Church will meet at 7
p.m. at the Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Tuesday. Jan. 29
Singles Class of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.
Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Dexter ..at
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
Center, and Murray at Ellis
Center, all at 10 a.m., and
Nutrition6 Program for the




By Abigail Van Buren
She Has Titanic
Sinking Feeling
DEAR ABBY: My friend Alice has been terrified of water
all her 1:fe. Slfe wants to take some cruises. so Alice con-
sulted a therapist to help her overcome her fear of water.
She salc her therapist hypnotized her and learned
that in a pre:lc:us life Alice had been a passenger on the
Titanic and was drowned when it sank, and that is why she
has such a terrible fear of water!
I am beginning to think my friend is bunkers, and her
therapist is either a nut or a fraud.
Abby, what do you make of all this "'previous life"
business?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: I wouldn't say thitt Alice is honkers,
nor would I call her therapist a nut or a fraud. Some very
knowledgeable and intelligent people buy the theory that
we have all lived previous lives and will return after this life
I don't buy it. And until there is evidence that I can
understand and accept, I remain,
% ery truly yours,
LNCONVINCED
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my 14-year-daughter. She's
a tall, pretty girl, but' ?ter post,ire is tei iible: I keep re-
minding her to hold her shoulders back and to sit and stand
straight, but every time I look at her she's all hunched over
and stooped-shouldered. (She sits in a crouched position with
one leg curled under her.)
She says maybe she would improve if! quit nagging her.
How can I quit! I lave her and want her ta have a lovely
posture. I'm afraid its too late already because she's made a
habit of slouching-I just hate to see a young, beautiful girl
look like a hunchbacked old lady. Can you help me? No
names, please. She's hostile enough as it is..
WELL-MEANING MOM
DEAR MOM: Poor posture can be due to a growth distur-
bance of the spine. Untreated, it becomes a permanent
hunchbacli, but if treated early it can be corrected. Ask your
daughter to remove her clothes and bend forward. II there
is a noticeable "hump" on her back, or if her ribs are more
prominent on one side than the other, she has an actual de-
formity, and should be examined by an orthopedic surgeon.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a rather _large woman, 55, neat; well-
groomed and far from ugly. rye been married for 35 years to
a handsome man who neither drinks nor smokes, but he
loves to dance. I love to dance, too, but I have arthritis in
both knees, so my dancing days are over.
I have no money worries, live in a nice home, own my own
car, so I can come and go as I please. I play bingo about three
times a week.
My problem is that my husband goes dancing every Fri
day and Sunday, while I'm playing bingo. Different friends
have told me that I'm a fool to let my husband go dancing
without me. but it's no fun to go and sit while he dances with
other women. Re tells me that all the women he dances with
know he's married. He always wears his wedding band and
is usually home before I am. I could make things miserable
by telling him I would rather he didn't go dancing since I
can't dance, but why should I begrudge him the pleasure of
doing something I know he enjoys so much'?
Abby. I'm so afraid that one day he will come home and
tell me be.ibii.s,found someone else. I don't nag him about it,
but do(be think I'm a fool for letting him go dancing without
me?'
WORRIED WIFE
DEAR WORRIED: Yes, as long as you feel threatened.
Go with him for a while. It may not be "foe," but ft-may clear
up some of those doubts. It's usually the fear of the unknown
that creates uneasiness and 'worry.
CONFIDENTIAL TO K.D. IN K.C.,: To paraphrase an
old Chinese saying, "The tongue is the sword that slits the
throat." Keep your lip sipped. • ..
Teen: Are there some questions you just can't ask anyone
about sex, drugs, your own feelings? Get Abby's new
booklet, WHAT TEENAGERS OUGHT TO KNOW. Send
12 to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Enclose a long, stamped r cents), self-addressed esvolope.
Tuesday, Jas.!,
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Faculty Recital by Robert
Gillespie, violin, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall. Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist






will be at the Graves County
Court House, Mayfield, at 7
p.m.
Exhibit of Dieatra Black-
burn works in ink wash, pencil
drawings and charcoals will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. in Mason
Art Gallery, Hart Hall,
Murray State University. This
is sponsored by the Housing
Programming Council and is
free and open to the public,
Your Individual
Horoscope .510
 Frances Drake 
FOR
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
DistraCtions interfere with
clear thinking. Don't let a
problem cause you to be short
with a friend. Be objective.
TAURUS
Mir. 20 to May 20 I
Minor expenses could
escalate. You may be
dissatisfied with a purchase.
Don't gripe. Know better next
time.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201 11̀.W
A day when others seem tc
overlook your good points.
Expect little feedback re ego
needs. A domestic respon-
sibility arises.
CANCER
I June 21 to July 22) GO
If a few little things_ go
wrong, worry could take hold.
Avoid self-recriminations and
-defensive postures. Be nice to
yourself.
LEO
iJuly 23 to Aug. 221 4/244g
If attending a Party, make
up your mind to have a good
time. Worrying about other
matters could prevent en-
joyment.
VIRGO
iAug. 23 to Sept. 221
Self-doubt combined with
,efficiency interferes with
work progress now. Take one
thing • at a time, lest you
become anxious.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
Face what's brothering you.




(Oct. Ei to Nov. 211 Ineelic"
Not a time to ask a friend for
a financial favor. Today's
problems look bigger than
they actually are Take self
less seriously.
SAflj 'er;rA6
(Nov-. n to Dec.
Some difficulty in com-
municating your feelings now.
A flippant attitude gets you in
trouble or creates the wrong
impression.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
You could get bogged down
- "Arc61-
HUGHES GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dale
Ilughes of Murray Route 5 are
the parents of a baby girl,
Jennifer Dee, weighing seven
pounds 11 '2 ounces,
measuring 2012 inches, born
on Saturday, Jan. /9 at 10:12
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Jeffrey
Dale, -3. The father is district.
sales manager for MFA
Insurance. The mother is a
graduate assistant in the
mathematics department at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson Hughes of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dee Hopkins of Murray. A
great grandfather is J. E.
Garland of Bradenton. Fla.
THORNTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Thornton, 2204 Edinborough
Drive, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Patrick
William, weighing six pounds
11 ounces, measuring 19 in-
ches, born on Monday, Jan. 14,
at 7:48 p.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
They have another son,
Richard lane, 3. The father is
owner of Randy Thornton
Service Compavy. The mothet
101e:former Pamela Croft.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Taz Thornton of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard D.
Croft of Marion. A great




in your work now. Don't get
depressed if things don't go as
smoothly as you'd like. Watch
nerves.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A loved one seems cold or
indifferent. ,Don't let joint




Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
If emotionally hurt, you're
liable to snap at somebody.
Don't let sensitiwty work
against you.
YOU BORN TODAY are
visionary, inventive, and
ahead of your time. you
gravitate towards work that
expresses your ideals. Though
you have a knack of bringing
out .the best in others, your
high-strung nature can make
you difficult to get along with.
It is important that you like
your work, and for this reason,




Be Married 50 Years
Ur. and iirt-att Neeile
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale of 1104 Sycamore Street, Mur-
ray, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday,
Feb. 1. No formal celebration is planned due to the health of
Mrs. Neale.
The couple was married on Feb. 1, 1930. Their attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Willis Short, brother-in-law and sister of
the bride.
Mr. Neale was a millwright superintendent of the Rust
Engineering Company before retiring in 1971. He is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Neale.
Mrs. Neale, the former Imogene Alexander., is the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. E, M. Alexander.
Both Mr. and Mrs_ Nellie are members of the United
Methodist Church.
They hat' two sons, Bob Neale of Arab. Ala., and Jerry
Neale of lluntsville. Ala. Their fivtl grandchildren are Bruce,
Susan, Michelle, Todd, and Valerie Neale.
HEALTH
Dilute urine helps
Lawrence L. Lamp. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Two
months ago I had my kid-
neys X rayed and my doctor
told me I have a small stone
in my left kidney and to
come back in two months. I
would like to know if I can
take some medicine to dis-
solve it and - what would
happen to this stone. Will my
diet cause the stone to form?
DEAR- READER -- We
know a lot more about treat-
ing kidney stones now than
we did a few years ago.
Since you are a man, the
likelihood is that your stone
is a calcium oxalate stone.
Women are more prone to
urinary tract infections and
may form other kinds of
sbanka,...Thete )4. no Absolute,
distinction between men and
women in this regard but
that generalization does
hold.
The treatment for kidney
stones depends a lot on its
composition. Of course, as
long as the stone is in the
kidney it's going to be kind
SIGMA CHIo.
Murrayans named as of-
ficers of the Sigma Chi
fraternity at Murray State
University were Bill Wilson.
ma gister ; John Brinkley,
annotator; Dan Ryan. editor;
and. Keith Farless, kustos.
Newly initiated members
include Dean Cherry and Greg
Cohoon, both of Muray.
of .hard for your doctor to
know absolutely what its
chemical compositogi is. .
We Used to think that res-
tricting calcium was an im-
portant aspect of preventing
kidney stones. We now know
that that's important in
stones that are associated
with infections but in other
instances, restricting cal-
cium will have no effect
whatsoever on the kidney
stone. More often the exces-
sive absorption. of oxalate
may be a factor. Oxalate-can
conic from the excessive
ingestion of vitamin (7, many
of the fruit juices and tea.
You can .dissolve many
kidney stones or prevent
them from getting any
lar-oer-4L4Km -10.aw- what -the
chemical composition of-the
stone is. I-ain sending you
The Health Letter number
11-2, Kidney Stones: Treat-
ment Has Changed, to give
you details on this aspect of
management. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Some stones are dissolved
by making the urine acid.
Yet other stones are dis-
solved by making the urine
alkaline. That's why it's so
important to know the chem-
ical composition of the stone
itself. •
...You apparently have._ a
silent kidney stone that
hasn't caused you any symp-
toms. The prudent choice
would be to assume that it is
a calcium oxalate stone and
institute the measures used
to dissolve stones in your
case and see what happens.
As the stone gets smaller, it
may eventually pass, de-
pending upon its location in
the kidney.
Now and thereafter it
would be a good idea to
significantly increase your
fluid intake. Regardless of
the chemical composition of
the stone, the one thing that
all authorities agree on is
that maintaining a copious
flow of dilute urine helps to
prevent stone formation.
This means that you should
drink enough fluid, prefera-
bly water, to pass around
three'quarts of urine a day.
The oal .is to keep the
urine dilute so that any Or --
those unsoluble chemicals
are less likely to aggregate
and start forming a stone.
That 'means you want to
form dilute urine throughout
the entire 24-hour period of
each day, not just for a few
hours, so the water intake



















Prices Good Jon. 21 thru Jan. 31
All Sales Final — Cash Only

























































































Coal As Form Of Heat
People from such diverse
cultures as the ancient
Chinese and Navaho Indians
have burned coal to keep
warm. Economically,
however, significant use of the
blacik fuel did not begin until
the 13th century in England
and western Europe.
Due to vast. resourcec of
timber, coal only surpassed
wood as the leading source of
energy in the United States
around 1885.- Demand for coal
spiraled during the next half
century, peaking during 1947
at 631 million tons, before
skidding from its post-war
high to a low of 403 million tons
in 1961.
The road back to higher coal
production has bee_nomarked
by difficult struggles in-
volving environmental- and
other concerns. Along the
way, many coal operators
have found staying in business
difficult during the boom and
bust periods that have
characterized the industry.
Still, . statistics illustrate
some bright prospects. Coal
production reached a record
high of 691.3 million tons in
1977 before slipping again due
to a long miners strike in 1978;
production for 1979 has been
pegged at a record 713 million
tons- by the National Coal
Association.
And the National Energy
Plan calls for a gigantic in-
crease in coal production to 1.2
billion tons by 1985 in an effort
to reduce the U.S. dependence
on foreign energy supplies.
As the nation's largest coal
producer, it would appear that
Kentucky's slice of this in-
creased production would be
gigantic.











calls coal Kentucky's "ace in
the hole" really may not be an
accurate description of that
industry's future in the state,
according to one expert.
Dr. David Walls of the
University of Kentucky
Appalachian Center said coal
"is not any magical solution"
to energy worries facing the
U.S., mainly because of the
cost of solving problems
associated with coal
production.
The notion that the U.S. has
more coal than Arabia has oil
and only needs to go after it to
ease foreign energy depen-
dence is an -over-
simplification," said Walls.
Coal mining and burning will





removal and waste disposal,
researchers claim.
The study was done on the
coal industry structure in
Illinois,- Indiana, Kentucky.
Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. These states make
up the Ohio River Basin
Energy Study Region(OR-
BESt.
The study concludes that
meeting the goal of 1.2 billion
tons of coal by 1985 is possible
if favorable demand . con-
ditioas exist. Forces driving
coal 'demand include such
unpredictable factors as
economic growth, electric
energy use, growth of the steel
industry, costs of alternative
energy sources, en-
vironmental regulations,
labor relations and produc-
tivity.
The basic outlook for
Kentucky coal mining - the
state's second largest industry
- is one of steady production,
and little. or no growth through
1985, according to the study.
Walls predicted Kentucky will
lose its number one ranking in
coal production to Wyoming
by 1982 or 1983, but will
probably continue to be first in
the nation in energy value of
coal mined for some years,
due to the higher Btu value of
the Kentucky product.
The cautious growth
projection is "on the con-
servative side," said Walls,
because it included only the
announced plans for mine
expansions among major-coal
growth" along the lines of 10 to
20 million tons by 1985 could
WRAP BON YOUR
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION
^4 We have an innovative policy called PCPPer-
sonal Comprehensive Protection-from The Con-
tinental Insurance Companies. And if you own a
home and a car, PCP offers You exceptional value.
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for your car, for your home and for its con-
tents. And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money.
PCP, on the other hand, gives you one amount of
property protection for your home and its contents.
And one amount of liability protection for your car
and home. Plus, PCP gives you the option to include
your hOspital, disability income and mortgage life in-
surance in the same plan.
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and time-
saving, and in many cases, more economical.
,Come see Us ar call. We'll be glad to
show you what PCP an do to make











materialize in the Kentucky
industry if demand conditions
are favorable and smaller
operators boost output, Walls
said.
Although future growth may
be slow, the coal mining in-
dustry still is vitally im-
portant to the state's
economy.
Using figures from 1976 and
1977, the study determined
- that mining employment in
eastern . Kentucky is more
than 20 percent of all em-
ployment in 14 countries, and
more than 50 pereent of total
employment in three counties.
In nine Kentucky counties,
mining provided more than
half the payrolls.
Kentucky had 44 coal
producing counties in 1976 and
46 in 1977. In 1976, the number
of coal mines in the state
totaled 3,002 and grew to 3,311
in 1977.
"We've tried to show the
tremendous importance of the
coal industry. There are few
alternatives for some 'coun-
ties. In terms of the Politics of
employment, there will be
great pressure to protect the
industry in the eastern
states," Walls said.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market was up. Leading
gainers: Humana ( NYSE), to
4638,,from 4378; Jerrico OTC(,( 
to 2278 from 2014; Kentucky
Central Life (NYSE, to 2368
from 22' 2 . Greatest declines:
I.ouisville Gas SI Electric
(NYSE), to 1858 from 1914;






Mr. Joe 1.. Kennon broker of
the local Strout Realty Office
in Murray announced today
the formation of the FREE
Nationwide Strout Referral
Service. Written confirmation
of the organization of this new
Division of Strout Realty has




. - -The Tlefirrit'S`ySterts-g117es
local residents - leaving the
area the opportunity to make
known their property needs in
the city to which they are
moving. They simply contact
the local Strout Office, which
telephones the Strout Referral
Center. The next contact is a
phone call from a broker in the
city to which they are moving.
They give the broker in-
formation regarding their
property needs and their
anticipated date of arrival. An
appointment will then be
made for inspection of
selected properties im-
mediately upon their arrival.
Mr. Joe L. Kennon em-
phasized that the service Is
FREE and should be a great
convenience to local residents
who are moving out of town,
especially if they are not
acquainted with the new area.
Another important aspect of
the Strout Nationwide
Referral Service is that it will
also make it more convenient
for people who are moving
into our area, as they will have
contact with the local Strout
Office regarding property
needs, prior to . their actual
,arrival in town.
'GLYNIS TABERS, right, presented her essay on Free
Enterprise at the Jan. 21st meeting at the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club as a part of a regional project in
her Distributive Education Class at the Murray Area Voca-
tional Education Center. Pictured center is,another DE stu-
dent, Bridgett Bynum, and on the left their DE teacher, Ms.
Nancy Thurman Dill,





-Education student at the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center and also a
student at Calloway County
High Schtol, . presented her
essay on "What Free
Enterprise Means To Me" at
the Jan. 21st meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Miss Tabers is entering a
special regional DECA contest
on Free Enterprise, according
to her DE teacher, Ms. Nancy
Thurman Dill. Her essay is as.
follows:
By Glynis Tabers
In the United States we live
under an economic -system
called a free enterprise
system. We think of it as a
basic part of life and want to
keep it because we have fared
well under it.
A free enterprise system is
one- in which, the means of
production are privately
owned and controlled, each
person is free to make his own
decisions in economic life and
each man's income is roughly
in proportion to what his labor
produces.
One key point in the free
enterprise system is com-
petition. ('ompetition- is
needed to make the free en-
terprise system work. It is for
every person and each
businesiman so that they can
get_ ahead by offering more
product-tor less money-.— -
The - government, -has- an -
important role to play in a free
enterprise society, par-
ticularly in maintaining the
conditions, such as com-
petition, necessary to make
the system work.
The United States is not the
only country that lives under
the free enterprise system.
Our neighbor Canada along
with many other countries
lives under this system. -
Free enterprise is also
called private enterprise and
capitalism. Many economists
say we live in a modified or
mixed enterprise because the
'government plays such an
important part in it.
The people in a free
economy depend on the
government to pass laws that
assure economic fair play.
These laws are made to
prevent businesses from
taking advantage of each
other.
Since the depression the
government has kept a check
on economic stability. If in-
flation gets high they spend
alot of money on highways,
public buillrigs etc. to boost
the economy.
As good as the free en-
tcrprise system as it 'does
tave its:-faults. The major
fault is it jumps to prosperity
one minute down to depression
the next. The existence Of
poverty is another major
fault.
The one way for the free
enterprise system to work is
that the majority of the people
support it.
Every day millions of people
In the United States go to work
On farms in firms, and in
tactories. The government
doesn't • tell them where to
1,k ork. or what to make, but
they get the job done and
Americans get the. products
they want.
The free enterprise system
works so well because most
people want to improve their
own welfare and in the United
States you are allowed to do
so.
In reality the consumer is
the boss of free enterprise.
users of goods and ser-
vices determine what shall be
produced. If there is a low
demand for a product its
production is lowered. This
process is called Supply and
Demand.
The distribution of products
depends mostly on who can
afford them.
In actuality the features of
free enterprise is private
ownership of the means of
production.
Aftrert6:aw* ;have 4rell --
-under the free enterpris4
system. We are fed . and
clothed better and enjoy more
luxuries than people of any
other country. We have an





each employee with a com-
pleted Wage and Tax
Statement, Form W-2, for 1979
by January 31, 1980, the
Internal Revenue Service
says.
If the Wage and Tax
Statements are not issued on
time, employers may be
penalizing employees who will
have to wait until February or
later_ to file their tax returns
possibly missing out on flu
faster refunds available tt
early filers.
For additional informatior
on the proper distribution and
handling of Wage and Tax
Statements, employers may
.get a free copy_ of IRS
Publication 15, "Circular E.
Employer's Tax Guide," from
the IRS.
. Sell Your House Last Year?
Most homeowners realized substantial profit on the sale of
their homes. Specific sections of the Internal Revenue Code may
allow you to defer paying taxes on that profit, perhaps for a
lifetime.
If you've sold your residence, consult your financial advisor on




PRP Offers Assistance To
Problems Of Taxpayers
Taxpayers who become
frustrated and feel that their
complaints and problems are
not getting prompt attention
from the Internal Revenue
Service, can get assistance
through the Problem
Resolution Program PRP).
This program has been
established to help resolve
those difficult and Perplexing
tax problems that seem to
defy resolution -by normal
Master Charge
Volume Increases
Business volume on the
Master Charge credit card
during 1979 in the five-state
area which includes western
Kentucky was a -record
$1,230,332,000, an increase of
14 per cent over 1978. The
average transaction was
$29.60, up almost $2.00 over the
previous year.
The new volume record was
reported by Credit Systems
Inc., the operating center for
the Master Charge program in
Missouri, Kansas, Illinois,
Iowa and western Kentucky.
December's- - Christmas
period accbunted for the peak
month of the year, with
volume of $139,435,000
resulting in an average
transaction of $32.25.
December business was more
than $7 million-higher than the
same month a year ago.
There are over 65,000
merchant outlets that honor
Master Charge throughout the






loans and counseling services
have helped thousands of
small firms originate, expand,
and prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
persons already in business,
will have the opportunity to
find out about assistance
available from SBA on the
first Thursday of each month
in Paducah.
A representative from the
Service,. Corps of Retired
Executives'ISCORE) will be
at this agency's part-time
office at City Hall, Com-
missioner's Chambers
r second floor), Paducah,
Thursday, February 7, 1980
„Ixpm 9-: 00 a.m.. till 12:00 noon.
eroires provided by SBA in
addition 16: business loans
include management coun-
seling and training programs
to upgrade management
skills. Persons interested in
establishing a new business,
as well as owners of existing
businesses, are welcome to
consult with the SBA
representative regarding
financial assistance or other
management problems
relating to the operation of a
small business.
Current financial records of
the business and personal
financial statements will
assist the SBA representative
in advising you.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling (502 ,
444-8500.
procedures and tnrougn
normal channels. It can help
cut through red tape in getting
some tax problems solved.
The PRP Office handles
such matters as taxpayers'
complaints about late refunds.
incorrect billings and ad-
justments to taxpayers' ac-
counts. It is' not meant to
replace normal taxpayer
assistance procedures, but it
is intended to provide ex-
peditious help to taxpayers
who have tried the normal
channels to resolve their tax
problems and have nOL been
successful.
Gene Smalley is tro
Problem Resolution Office foi
the 1.ouisville District and is
charge of the Probleni
Resolution Program. As
Problem Resolution Officer,
Smalley serves in a manner
similar to an 'Ombudsman"
for taxpayers. He is respon-
sible for seeing that those
taxpayers' problems, which
meet PRP criteria, are given
special attention and priority
handling.
If a PRP case cannot be
resolved within five days, the
taxpayer will be given a status. _
report and an eStiMated time
for resolution of the problem.
During 1979, the PRP Office
successfuly resolved over 500
problems for Kentucky tax-
payers.
Smalley emphasized that
PRP is not a substitute for
normal taxpayer assistance,
and it cannot overturn
decisions made during an
examination. However, if you
do have a tax problem that
you have contacted IRS about
previously and there has beer-
no resolution, please call our
Problem Resolution Office. In
Louisville, you may call 582-
5284. in Lexington 255-2333, in
Covington 682-0055, and
elsewhere in Kentucky toll-
free at 1-800-428-9100. If 3,.ot
prefer to write to the Problen,
Resolution Office, the address






Southern Wall Systems, ha
just returned from Scottsdale
Arizona, where he attended
the 11th annual Dryvit Systen
distributor meeting.
The full two day meetinj
was devoted to the state-of-
the-art in massive exterioi
wall insulation-- and finisf
system called Dryvit "Out-
sulation".
Dryvit System is the leadei
in this field and Southern Wall





You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only $284
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Echoes from The Past BlJudNlaupin
Trigg County
-Cemeteries
After four years, my work on the
cemeteries of Trigg County has been
completed. The field work was the most
enjoyable part for me, since I like the
challenge of hunting for long-lost
family burial grounds. It is a lot like a
detective mystery to go out knowing
that somewhere in a stretch of woods or
field there is a cemetery — which may
or may not have stones marking the
graves — and try to find exactly where
this graveyard is located.
After awhile an avid hunter (of
gravestones, that is) is guided by
certain cues, because the people of the
past generations had a tendency to
cticiose their last resting places ac-
cording to certain criteria. Probably 95
percent of the old cemeteries were
located on a hill; there is probably a
very logical reason for this, but
although I have a couple of theories, I
really don't have an absolute reason.
And most of the time, you will find the
cemetery in the midst of Cedar trees.
The cedar trees evidently also have
some significance. Iris Crawford once
told me, while discussing his family
cemetery, the Asbury cemetery, that
he thought Cedar trees were planted in
cemeteries because their shade
inhibited the growth of grass and made
upkeep easier. Others have commented
that they believed the reason was
because Cedars were so long-lived and
hence served as long-acting markers
for the location.
I have also learned to spot a place
with a lot of ground cover, usually
creeping myrtle, but sometimes
honeysuckle. The creeping myrtle was
most likely planted there as a ground
cover for the sake of upkeep; the
honeysuckle just has a tendency to take
over any area that has been cleared. In
fact, I have been fooled many times by
a growth of honeysuckle which marked,
not a cemetery, but an old house place.
Sometimes, after walking for a long
distance and avidly searching a map
(the Geological Survey maps are ex-
cellent sources, by the way), I finally
find the cemetery I am hunting for, only
to find that there are no stones there. I
have been asked how, in that case. I
know that it is a cemetery that I have
found. This is pretty evident to anyone
who has ever gone to an old cemetery;
in the days before concrete vaults, the
caskets were made of wood, and hence
they disintegrated in time, leaving a
clearly visible sunken place to mark the
burial. And, too, many of the old graves
Business Mirror
were marked by chunks of rock at the
head and the foot.
After doing the field work, my next
job was compiling the records, both of
the tombstones themselves, and of old
Bible and family records. It was from
these sources, as well as from County
death records, that I could identify
many unmarked graves. To me, this is
a significant part of cemetery records;
while a record of tombstones is
valuable, it is also important to find out
who wat buried in the many hundreds
of unmarked resting places while there
is still some record of this. Every year
that passes increases the chance of
these records being lost to posterity,
and of fewer people being left who
remember anything about these people.
I am always pleased. when I re-visit a
cemetery in which I have been able to
identify some of these anonymous
graves, to find that some member of the
family has decided to put up a marker
on a grave-that -has been previously
unmarked-it- iS a fine way of per-
petuating a family's memory.
I couldn't write about my cemetery
research without commenting on the
many nice people I have met while
doing this. When people finceout what it
is that I am doing, many times they will
leave their work one nice lady in Trigg
County, set aside her summer canning
to get in the car with me and help me
search out three or four cernetenes that
she knew where on her farm l and help.
This makes the work both more en-
joyable and certainly much easier.
Sometimes I would know that there was
a cemetery in a certain area but have
no idea beyond that how to find it. After
talking to the people who live there,
asking if they knew of any cemeteries
on their_ place,_ they would reply
negatively. And then they would add,
"but there's one old tombstone back of
the barn i or in a corner of the gar-
den)," but realizing that even one
grave constitutes a cemetery.
The book will be back from the
printer's in two weeks, hopefully, and if
there is anyone who would like to
purchase a copy, they can do so from
me. The price will be $15. There are
over 400 cemeteries.
After catching my breath for a week
or two, maybe I can get back to
finishing recording all the cemeteries
in Calloway County. But for this week-




NEW YORK (AP) — College
graduates during the 1980s probably
will face the most demanding job
market in nearly four decades, as
business seeks to offset declining
productivity growth by cutting away
fat.
"The attempt to become lean means
Ls-potations are .goitigsto gee
too," says Eugene E. Jennings, author,
professor of management and a per-
sonnel adviser to corporate boards and
presidents.
One consequence he anticipates is an
emphasis on practical experience and
know-how in addition to education,
partly because business feels it must
reduce the time it takes for a new
employee to become productive.
Bible Thought
Q lord our I vrc I. hob* e 1,‘ ellenf is
thy name i n all the earth Psalm 8:t
E'V'f•r(F ,' ,'1 IWO! 14, 1), C.ft.• rl,
awaiting, th; i.shen thi i1,17/1.
the lord ,A1 ht• upon the P.
entire v.orld Th,n fiat (omno..• 41,
aeass,
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond With their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a kter to the ..
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
nol been aiscussed on this page and
a reader feels that the. issue merits
the attention orthe general public,
we welcome .a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
In the past it has been estimated that
five to seven years were needed for a
business to obtain a net return from
holders of masters degrees, and three
to five years from holders of un-
dergraduate degrees.
To become more productive, Jen-
nings believes companies will be
this time sprse„.
that to facilitate it they -wo seek to
make a more precise match between
applicants and company needs.
'It means that an accounting
graduate who has spent summers as a
bookkeeper will be far more valued
than one who spent his summers as a
boys' camp counselor," said Jennings,
of Michigan State University.
"American management is moving
into a no-nonense, conservative ap-
proach to the employing and deploying
of human resources.
"Gone are the days when corporate
America could afford the luxury of
hiring bright college grads who knew
very little about business, and then
giving them skills and knowhow from
scratch," he said.
The professor feels that not only will
there be pressure on beginning
salaries, "because there is no shortage
of business school graduates," but that,
because of slower economic expansion,
promotions might collie more slowly
than in the past.
The trend for the straight liberal arts
graduate is negative.
"The hiring of such people and
training them in start-up skills to
become effective producers has always
been a minority view," said Jennings.
But now, he said, "it is held in the
lowest esteem ever."
He feels that in addition to job-related
skills, newcomers must have "a
business-disciplined mind, an un-
derstanding of profits, and an ability to
read balance sheets and profit-loss
statements."
Jennings said he wouldn't be sur-
prised to find pressure on colleges and
universities for more skill-oriented
courses. 'Nor would I be surprised," he
continued, "to see colleges and
universities pressure business to
provide more support, including







' Copley News S•1111C•
10 Years Ago
An average of $48.90 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco today on
the Murray Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, reporter for the market.
Deaths reported include Basil Hut-
chens, 67, Cleveland Bates Richardson,
88, J. Wilson Smith, 84, and J. Lewis
Mize, 97.
The Calloway • County Council on
Drug Education met Jan. 21 at the
Murray High School auditorium with
Willard Ails, chairman, presiding.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
20 Years Ago
Fire completely clestroyed four
different business and damaged
another today in a disastrous con-
flagration which threatened at times to
envelope two city blocks. Firemen were
called at 11:45 a.m. when a drum of tar
burning in the alley exploded and
caught the building on fire. Business
destroyed were the A & P Grocery,
Murray Martinizing Cleaners, Sears &
..Roebuck Catalogue Office, and the
30 Years Ago
Seventeen registered Jerseys in the
herd owned by Dr. R. M. Mason,
Murray, were recently classified under
a program of the American Jersey
Cattle Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Joel
Cochran, Et.
Members of the Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs who will attend the
Farm and Home Conference at
40 Years Ago
The United States House of
Representatives gave the "go ahead"
signal to the Tennessee Valley
AtffhblitY Weitilkitycif bllt ?Fed. •
- here Jan. - II when it voted for
$15,423,000 to continue construction on
the project at Gilbertsville during the
next fiscal year.
Deaths reported this week include G.
P. Ordway, 62, Joseph Wilburn (Joe)
Kelly, 16, James Henry Vinson, 80,
Elvis Todd, 15, Tom C. Petit, 72, and Dr.
C. E. Howard, 74.
Paying higher prices for dark fired
totacco than any other market in the
Western bailt Fir ea Area. 747turray
Loose Leaf Floors this week sold a total
of 176,100 pounds from Monday through
Wednesday and growers received
$16,000 for an average price of $9.08 per
hundred.
50 Years Ago
The Exchange Club, the Rotary Club,
and Murray State Teachers College are
planning to erect a monument in honor
of Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of
wireless telephony, who died here
March 28, 1928, according to a special
story written by L. J. Hortin and
published this week.
Murray and Calloway County have
shivered, frozen, shook and chattered
during the past week in one of the
coldest spells ever to strike this section
of the state, setting a 30-year record
and bringing suffering to a great
portion of the population. Persons say
this is the worst winter since 1917-18. A
low of 10 degrees below zero was
recorded on Jan. 18 by Shorty Arnold,
local weather observir.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors teserve the right _tu__
condense or reject any letter and
limitfrequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
1
and Mrs. Benny Warford on Jan. 17.
The Almo Warriors, coached by Tom
Rushing, were champions of the
Calloway County Elementary School
Basketball Tournament played at
Jeffrey Gym, Calloway County High
School. Runnerups were the Lynn
Grove Wildcats, coached by Freed
Curd. The New Concord Redbirds,
coached by Bobby Allen, beat the
Kirksey Eagles, coached by Paul
D'Urso, in the consolation game. The
Lynn Grove Cheerleaders--Lagenia
office of Attorney George E. Overbey.
Main Street Cafe was damaged. Fire
departments from Benton and Mayfield
were called in to assist the Murray Fire
Department.
Kentucky Commissioner Emerson
Beauchamp has reappointed Mancil J.
Vinson, formerly of Murray, as
assistant commissioner of agriculture.
The home and contents of Mr. and
Lexington Jan. 31 to Feb. 4 include
Mesdames Hoyt Craig, Curtis Hays,
Rex Brown, Paul Paschall, Jess Story,
Wendell Patterson, Elmer Collins,
Virgil. Gibbs, Autry McReynolds.
Lowry Parker, Goldie Curd, Pearl
Jones, J. A. Outland, Hansford Doran,
and Rachel Rowland, the latter being
County Home Demonstration Agent.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
Fire completely destroyed the home
and contents of the Rev. and Mrs. Iloyd
D. Wilson on the Murray-Benton Road,
about two isaless- from
night of Jan. 18. Fire early .to Jan. 25
gutted the Buren Overbey building on
East Maple Street, Occupied by the
WPA offices.
Rieke Clark, 13 year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Clark of Faxon, won the
Calloway County Spelling Bee held Jan.
20 and will represent the county at the
state contest in Louisville in April.
Second place Bent to Edwin Stalls, 13
year e" 11 Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Stalls of Vante.eavessird place went to
Nell Clendenon of Almo, fourth to Faye
Smith of Chestnut Grove, fifth to Bobbie
Grubbs of Macedonia,. and sixth to
Frances Rogers of Lynn Grove.
Students from 26 schools in Murray and
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Mary Ray, 102, and Francis
Lawrence A lsobrook.
Bids for the construction of a
• receiving vault in the Murray City
Cemetery, which is sponsored by the
Murray Magazine Club, were opened at
a meeting of the membership held at
the First National Bank.
An average of $10.82 per hundred
weight was reported for the sale of dark
fired tobacco on the local market this
week.
Joe T. Lovett, editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times, was elected as vice
president of the Kentucky Press
Association at the meeting held at
Louisville.
Miss Ola B. Brock has been named as
a member of the faculty of Murray
State Teachers College as critic teacher
in the second grade at the Murray
Training School.
Marriages announced this week
include Flora Mae Motheral to Charles
.Jordan on Jan. 18.
Asberry Redden and Oscar
Shoemaker have completed 25 years as
mail carriers of the Murray Postoffice
and celebrated with a party for fellow
workers, according to a story written
by W. E. Clark, also a mall carrier.
high school basketball games New
Concord beat Lone Oak and Benton
beat Murray High. High team scorers
were Chrisman for New Concord,
Ruckingham for Lone Oak, Biggs for
Renton, and Grimes for Murray.
W. P. Dulaney is pharmacist at the H.
Lockhart, Phyllis Adams, Mallnda
Taylor, Sandra Morris, Vicki But-
terworth, and I.arue Miller--were
named as the All-Tournament Squad.
Players named to the All-
Tournament Team of the Calloway
County Elementary School Basketball
Tournament were Wells, Ross and
Shelton of Almo, Brame ind Tucker of
Kirksey, West, Howard and Morris of
Lynn Grove, Brarnlett of Hazel, and
Scarbrough of New Concord.
_
.Mrs. Dale ihniteen on Murray Route 3
were destroyed by fire yesterday
morning. This is the second time their
home has been lost by fire.
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, will speak on
-The Future of the Calloway County
School Program" at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club to be held tonight at
the Murray Woman's Club House. '
and Mrs. Edgar Maddox, Jan. 20, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Burkeen, Jan.
21, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Toby Runyon,
Jan. 21, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Dowdy, Jan. 22.
The Rev. Leon Penick of Martin,
Tenn., will speak Sunday at the Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
Jack London is minister of the Ain-10
Church of Christ.
-.Calloway County competed in the
spelling bee.
Births reported this week include a
Ziri-J0-1*-4443vIrs. fignOjtoolp,nd a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. W. fts. Hoppe.
Ruclies Restaurant is now open on the
west side Of the court square, according
to Rudy Allbritten, owner.
Dr. E. L. Garrett, Dr. Charles Hire,
Dr. C. J. McDevitt, and Prof. G. T.
Hicks are new members of the Murray
Lions Club installed at the Jan. 23rd
meeting at the National Hotel.
The Murray Training School is first
place in basketball standings in the
,rounty being a margin of a half _game
over Murray High School.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Judge Hardy & Son" starring Lewis
Stone, Mickey Ftooney, Cecilia Walker,
and Fay Holden.
_ --- -
D. Thornton Drug Company here.
Sugar is listed at 10 pounds for 54
cents in the ad for the Piggly-Wiggly
Store this week.
WRITE TO POLITICIAN:7mm\
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
perexlically.publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. •
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
1327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell II. Ford
4107 Dirksen Btalding
Washington. lJ. ('. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL .
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State -capite! Building,
Frekfort, Ky. 210801. Home
asidresses of state legislators





By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Jan 26, the 26th
day of 1980. There are 340 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan 26, 1942, the first American
expeditionary force arrived in Europe
during World War II. It landed in
Northern Ireland.
On this date.
In 1880, Douglas MacArthur was
born.
In 1962, an American spacecraft
designed to land the first scientific
instruments on moon was launched.
In 1971, the Soviet ,,Union said an
unmanned spacecraft had made a soft
landing on the planet Venus.
In 1978, American and Canadian air
teams detected strong radiation in
Canada's Northwest, where a Soviet
nuclear satellite crashed from orbit.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon vetoed a $20 billion social ser-
vices bill. He said it was inflationary.
Five years ago, Vice President
Nelson -Rockefeller said the
presidential commission he headed
would likely find that the CIA had
violated Its charter by operating within
the United States.
One year ago, former Vice President
Nelson Rockefeller died at age 70.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Eartha Kitt is 52. Activist Angela Davis
is 36.
Thought for today. A sound mind in a
sound body is something to be prayed
for Juvenal, Roman lawyer and




Regardless of how the election
campaign of 1980 turns out, Jimmy
Carter might console himself with these
words from Thomas Jefferson, a fellow
Southerner:
No man will et:er bring out of the
Presidency the reputation which
carried him into It.
(IX course, if Jimmy should win insthe
fall, he might reflect upon Franklin
Roosevelt's remark that "the first
twelve years are the hardest." (This'
could help him avoid a second-term
euphoria. )
On the other hand, a loss in 1980 could
leave Carter agreeing with this
assessment made by James Buchanan
in 1861 •
If you are as happy, Mr. Lincoln.
on entering this house as I am In
leaving It and returning home, you













Around Christmas I saw in the paper
where the Sigma Department of the
Woman's Club passed a motion en-
couraging its members to fly their flags
during the Iranian crisis.
It is encouraging as you drive around
and observe the number of flags being
flown. Let me hasten to encourage all
members of the Woman's Club to
participate in this show of patriotism. I
also invite and encourage the entire
community to do the, same. Don't save
your flags for the Fourth of July and
Memorial Day. Let's fly them now.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Jones
President Murray Woman's Club
Murray Ledger & Times
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NEW YORK iAPI -
"(Inert back! We really want
you. We'll show you that. by
our actions:"
That was the message today
to missing New York Mets
fans from Fred Wilpon. 43-.
year.old real estate agent who.
is the new president andXhief
executive officer of the
baseball club.
Wilpon, Nelson Doubleday
- who will act as chairman of
the board - and Steve O'Neil,
representing City Investing
Co., • Inc., pledged an
aggressive new approach
Friday as they took over
ownership cif the team that has
*Callen on hard times.
4-Aaggi.-- ring
millien, a -record price
for a sports franchise, to get
the Mets away from the
Payson family, which has
been principal owner of the
team since it was born out of
National League expansion in
1962.
"We wouldn't pay it if we
didn't think it wasworth it,"
Wilpon said of the purchase
—rote. We think-the Wiens
I eague baseball franchise in
New York is the most valuable
franchise in all sports."
The Murray State lady
Racers will play Northern
Kentucky in a 7:00 game at
Racer Arena tonight. Murray
will be attempting to go back
over the .500 mark after losing
:it Austin Peay ThIrsday
night.
The Lady Racers will be
Irving to make this game their
second win over Northern this
week, having won at Nor-
_„thern; 70-69, Mniiday night.
The 10-10 are led in scoring
'raid shooting by 5-foot-6 guard
1 Aura Lynn, who Is scoring at
14.2 points a game and is
hitting 51.9 percent. 5-5 guard
Janice McCracken is
averaging 13.2 points, after
her 26-point game at Austin
Peay, and has made 51.5
percent of her shots.
McCracken is also one of the
most deadly -free 'throw
shooters in the country - men
or women - hitting at an
almost uncanny 89.1 percent,
having made .57 of 64 at-
tempted.
'The 1 ad)' Racers are paced
in rebounding by 5-9
sophomore forward Bridgette
Wyche with 7.5 boards a game
and by 5-9-sophomore forward
Jeannette Rowan at 7.2. -
As a team, Murray is hitting
74.1 percent of . its free throws
and is outrebounding the
opposition 44.4 to 33.6 a game.
Men Face Ga. Southern
In Non-OVC Return Game
Murray State faces Georgia
Southern in a return game at 2
p.m. today. The Rams take a
12-5 record into the gamme,
after winning an OVC contest
at Austin Peay Thursday
• night. - -
Murray has not had easy
time with Georgia Southern in
the past._ •
Last year, Murray was
beaten by Southern-VT-the first
round of the Poinsetta Classic-- -Pmnts a game.
last year. And this season, in
December, Murray was taken
to the final minutes before
scorer in thatgame was senior
forward John Fowler with 32
points. The Eagles were one of
the few team to outrebound
Murray, grabbing 46 to the
Racers' 41.
After the win over. Austin-
Peay, Murray is outreboun-
ding the opposition 42.8 to 35.5
rebounds a game. The Racers
are also outscoring their
opponents 73.1 to just 64.1
• Murray is still led in scoring
by forward Gary Hooker,
whose average dropped a
_ point to 18.9 after just six
points against Austin Peay.Georgia Southern's leading
Of Mets
- The Mets have been a
sadsack, last-place team for
the last three seasons and in
197g,- when major league at-
tendanee soaredlo an all-time
record of more than 43 million
fans, less than aoo,000.
bothered to turn out at Shea
Stadium to watch the club.
Wilpon and his associates
think they can reverse that
trend.
"New York fans are fan-
tastic," the new president
said. "Show them a good
team, a contending team, and
we'll fill Shea again. We hope
the fans will give us a. chance
but not toe long a chance.
We'll Show them by our ac-
tions, they'll know these
people care."
Wilpon, with A personal
investment, and • Doubleday
JEANNETTE ROWAN (12) is Murray's second-leading
rebounder with a 7.2 average. She is hitting 48 per-
cent from the field and 74.3 percent from the free
•IlnU.




By The Associated Press
According to Darrell
Griffith, the Louisville Car-
, dinals -are birds of a feather
this year, the most "together"
basketball team he's seen by a
long shot.
"I can't say it's the best
tale* we've had, but it's the
closest we've been as a team,"
says the Cardinal catalyst. "It
has the most desire."
That togetherness has been
dramatically evident this year..
with l.óuisvill& carving out 1-
15-2 record, including Friday
night's 99-74 rout of Metro
Confererence foe St. 1.ouis.
"There's no question that
they're good," Billiken Coach
Ron Ekker said of the seventh-
ranked Cardinals. "They're so
qiiick at all positions. There's
no place they aren't . quick.
Ybu Might be able to stay with
them at a couple of positions,
but they run away from you at
the other three."
One of the -positions tpat
Ekker's team was unuble to
handle was Griffith's,"Th,;
. highlempieg,..64 oot-4 guard_
scored 28 points to help the
Cardinals win their eighth
straight game.
"We were kind of scared
because we had beaten them
so badly before," said Grif-
fith, referring to a 94-65 rout of
St. I.ouis earlier this month at
Louisville. "Sometimes teams
play you tougher after a game
Hite that. (Butj There Verea
Pledge New Approach
and City Investing, with
cerporate funds, purchased
*assets-of the club "forcalh
on the barrelhead." The
Paysons accepted the
responsibility et 'previous
debts except_ for current
operating costs.
"We made only two bids,"
Wilpon said. "We received the
sale ground rules. We made an
initial bid and then were told_
to make one additional bid and
-that's-what we did." The
winning bid was made last
Monday and-- the sale was
wrapped up Thursday at a
stockholders meeting in
Florida
- Much of the 'groundwork of
the purchase was engineered
by John Pickett, chief
_ operations, officer of the
National Hockey League's
Hall Expects Full Deck
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
- 1 tVXINGTON„ Ky. (AP) -7--
'NV Pire' ---E-Iiavr -Otte-
handr -firlift- said Kentucky
basketball coach Joe Hall,
assessing tonight"!
Southeastern Conference
matenup with Georgia in
Rupp Arena.
The Bulldogs no longer are
the young, inexperienced
team that was crushed 95-69
by Kentucky early in the
"They're much tougher
now," • Hatisaid in an in-
terview. "They've defeated
_defeated Kentucky in four
years and hasn't won in
lexington since 1923.
The Bulldogs are coming off
Wednesday night's 55-54 upset
of SEC leader Tennessee, but
Kentucky was playing one of
its best games of the season
the same night.
The Wildcats routed
Mississippi State 89-67 on the
road and Hall gave much of
DOUBLE FEATURE





meal just like it
for only 79C
e""e4
%sure Your Meal Friend's Meal
Chicken Fried Steak $2.39 79C
Steak'n Stuff $2.69 79C
Chopped Steak $2.49 79C
Meals include Baked Potato or French Fries,
& Stockade Toast,
All-You-Can-Eat SOUP 'N SALAD BAR. just 99C with
each meal.
Our Quality Will Keep You,Comin' Back,
Bel Air Shopping Center
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
the credit to junior forward
Fred Cowan and freshman
I SO and Tennessee."
Nevertheless, the fifth-. 
k Minniefield.guard Dirranked Wildcats are likely to   kesax_fer,_
-6;1 1,."1416,7' Frde," Hall said, did anagainst Georgia, 
which-8nC- oast-in-A-nig-fob- on Iticry
Bzown ( MSIJ's imposing
senior center). He fronted him
well and kepi them from
throwing the lob pass into the
middle."
Cowan also figured
prominently in the boxscore.
He hit eight of 10 shots from
the field, 'finishing with 17
Foinfs alidifiefebblinem"
Minniefield, meanwhile,
added 14 points and dished out
13 of the Wildcats' whopping
33 assists.
"I don't know. if that (33
assists) is a school record,"
Hall said. "Maybe we'll just
establish it as the school
record."
Hall said Minniefield was
"relaxed and playing with
confidence. The other players
are getting used to playing
with him..
u1self4i_ player
and he's pushing the WI down
MIToar welL"-Hull said. "Hi
shooting is excellent, but
defense is Dirk's strong point.
"He's getting to be known as
one of the toughest defenders
around the conference and
there's no question he's the
best defensive player we've
got in our backcourt."
Senior guard Kyle Macy
Kentucky's all-time assist
season to Minniefielclis 75. But
Minniefield has leas than halt
as much playing time.
Hall undoubtedly will be
rooting tonight for Alabama.
which hosts Tennessee
Victories-by the Crimson Tide
and Kentucky would push the
Wildcats into the SEC lead a
7-2, while Tennessee would fall
tt17-3. Kentucky is 16-3 overall
Cats To Sign Jenner
As 6-6 Swingman
MUSCOUTAH, Ill. (AP) -
Another prep basketball blue
chipper has joined the list of
cage stars who say they want
to play. for the University of
Kentucky.
Kris Jenner, a 6-foot-6
swingman from Muscoutah,
Illinois High School, said
Friday he will sign with the
Wildcats on national letter day
in March.
Jenner, who averaged .26.
points last year and hit 62
percent of his shots from the
field, is' also interested in
attending medical school, he
said. The 210-pound Jenner
was an all-state basketball -
player last year, and was-an -
all-state quarterback this
-season. .
"1 chose UK for several
reasons," Jenner said. "First
and foremost was the out-
standing basketball program,
secondly my admiration for
the fine individuals that are
the backbone for UK
basketball, and the chance, a
very real possiblity, to play on
a national championship team
in my four years."
His coach, Roger
Thouvenin, said of Jenner,
"He's-a great physical player,
just an awesome player, he
can really dominate the game.
But I think the thing that
really makes him out-
statnding is that he can play
inside and outside. He is a
'complete player."
Jenner has also been
recruited by Indiana and
Illinois.
Earlier Bret *Hearty a 6-9
Power forward from Slew
York and Melvin Turpin, 7-0
pivotmao from Lexington,
said they would attend Ken-
tucky.
New York Islanders and a
friend of the Mets' new par-
tners. Pickett was in-
strumental in guiding the
Wilpon-Doubleday-City
Investing Group through the
purchase process and will
continue as an adviser to the
owners.
For Wilpon, his part in the
purChase of the team fulfills a
'9
lifelong dream. He grew up in
Brooklyn near' Ebbets Field
and attended the University of
Michigan on a baseball
scholarship after playing at
1 af ayette High School.
wai a pitcher at
Lafayette," he said. "And my
first baseman , ws Sandy
Koufax."
lot of openings for me this
time. I just took advantage of
them."
Griffith SO:sired 16 of his
points to help Louisville take a
49-37 halftime lead. The
Cardinals increased their
margin to.65-43 early into the
second half and the Billikens
never got closer than 18 points
the rest ofltie way:
Louisville . was the only
• rattiteri team. inaction Friday.
night.
Elsewhete, Mike Hackett
scored 26 points, including
eight in a game-breaking
stretch, to lead Jacksonville
over Georgia State 67-57. The
victory improved . the
Dolphins' record to a fancy 15-
2. - -
Freshman Sydney Green
slammed home a missed
layup with one second
remaining to lift Nevada-Las
Vegas over Texas-El Paso 63-
61. -Terry White of Texas-El
Pasq had hit one of two free
throws with 18 seconds left to
tie the score at 61.
Jawann Oldham scored 20
points and ignited a decisive
second-half scoring spree to
lead Seattle past St. Mary's
(Calif.) 74-67. Darwin Cook's
steal with 13 seconds left in
overtime and Jose Slaughter's
layup nine seconds later gave
Portland a wild 105-103 victory
over Santa Clara. Win Jones




Brown 7 60 14, Smith 4 2-2 10, McCray 2
5-6 9, FAD% I 66 8, Griffith 108-9 M,
Denser 00-00, Branch 0 60 0, Cleveland 1
2-2 4, Burkman 3 3-4 9, Pulliam 1 0-0 2,
Wright 7 1-1 15. Teti& 36 27-39 99.
ST. 1.0(II5 (74) — Mueller 2 5-6 9,
Rohde 4 2-210, Henderson 101-221, Glass
4 2-10, Burns 5 3-7 13, Johnson 0 0-0 0,
Schneider 1 3-85, Weerner 0 60 0, Poole 1
4-56, Misssmage 0 (SO 0, Totals 27 20-32 74.
HalftUne — Louisville 49, St. Louis 37.
Fouled Out Smith, McCray. Total
Fouls — Louisville 25, Si, Louis 21.
Technicals — None. 'A 7,345.
01-26-80 04.03aes
Here liv'Q cheek list of ways
to conserve energy
ADEQUATE INSULATION...
If your insulation is less than R-19, install
more for ceiling, floors and walls.
CENTRAL COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM...
Clean or replace sykems filter at the begin-
ning of the air conditioning season and inspect
monthly. For heating, replace the furnace
filter at the beginning of the cold weather
season.
..., DOORS...
Install storm doors, caulk cracks in framing,
install weatherstripping, replace worn
threshold plates.
WINDOWS...
Replace any broken glass immediately. If
glazing compound or putty around windows is
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Joe Brandon T'ruciong 49 11
Mutual of Omaha 44 16
Hawaiian ltapic. . . 42 16
Murray Appliance 394 204
Paglials 37 23
Colonial Bread  35 25
DeVanti's  35 25
Motor Pans & Bearings 35 25
Ptzza Hut  33 27
Randy 'Thornton Service 21'2 31,s
Btilington Engineers . . . 24 36
Kay Mart Auto 234 36)4
Dakota Feed & Gram... 22 38
D.S Slurts & Things  - n s
RICia Vinyl Top 21),0 Ws
Murray Iimtal 30 40
15 45
DIV= Taylor Chevrolet U 45
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
Masaral al Omaha 956
Joe Brandon Trucking 953
Murray Appliance 014-
HIGH MAX GAME i HC ,
Murray Appliance  1077
DeVardes  1053
Mutual of Omaha  1010
HIGH TEAM SERIES I SC ,
Hawaiian Italie 2692
Joe Brandon Ducking 2683
Mutual of Omaha 2679
HIGH TEAM SERIES i MCI
Kay Mart Auto 3068
Hawaiian Tropic 3034
• Mutual of Onlaha 2931




HIGH IND. GAME 1HC)
Virgil Clack • 276
Jon Carpenter 274
Virgil Dick 













Ron McClung  1111




NEW YORK 1AP - Terry O'Reilly of
the Boston_ flruins was suspended for
eight games and teammates Peter
McNab and Mike Milbury were suspend-
ed for six by the National Hockey .
League for brawling with spectators at
New York's Madison Square Garden last
month.
,The action came three day s after four
fans who attended the game filed a $7
million damage suit against nine Brums
players, the Boston club. the New York
Rangers. Madison Square Garden. the
NH1, and the City of New York.
HARNESS RACING
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. Ai,' -
Peter Haughton, 25, noted harness rac-
ing driver and son of trotting immortal
Billy Haughton was killed in an
automobile accident.
Houghton was one of the leading
money winners in the sport over the last
three years and had won .the $100,000
Roosevelt International, one of the
sport 's most prestigious races, in each of
the last two years.
TENNIS
PHILADELPHIA AP - Jimmy Con-
nors ousted Wojtek Fibak of Poland 6-2,
6-2 while John Sadn upset fifth-seeded
Harold Solomon 6-2, 7-5 in the 3250,000
U.S. Pro Indoor tennis tournament.
In other quarter-final matches, John
McEnroe defeated Jose-Luis Clerc of
Argentina 6-2, 4-6,6-1; while Gene Mayer
downed Billy Scanlon 6-2, 5-7, 7-6.
CHICAGO AP - Billie Jean King.
despite temper tantrums, kept enough of
her cool to squeeze out a 4-6, 6-4, 7-6 vic-
tory over Diane Fromholtz in a $200,000
women's tournament.
In other matches, Wendy Turnbull of
Australia beat Sylvia Hanika of West
Germany 7-6, 34, 6-1; top-seeded Mar-
. tina Navratilova overpowered Greer
Stevens 6-4, 6-3. and No. 2 seed Chris
Evert Lloyd came back from 0-4 in the
-7-J-7=-4VtgictelAt.4.4 -q.
.
SAN DIEGO API - Craig Stadler
shot a second-round 68 for a 136 total and
took the lead in the 8250,000 Andy
WilliarnsSan Diego Open
Toni Watson shot a 69, leaving bun in a
tie for second at 137 with Bobby Wetzel,
Ray Floyd, D.A. Weibring and Terry
Mauney.
BOWLING
GRAND PRAIRIE, Texas AP -
Torn Kress defeated Jim Winklepleck,
213-168, in the final match of the sixth
round to claim the top-seeded position
goulg into the finals of a $100,000 tourna-





Allen Co 95, Auburn as
Ashland 62, Boyd Cl)59
Atherton 65, DeSales 56
Bardstown 114. Nelson Coil
Belfry 51. *deism W Va. 37
Bell Co 511. Middlesboro 48
Beechwood 74, Campbell County 70
Betsy Layne 76, Allen Cent 55
Boone County 70, Bellevue WI
Bourbon Co $7. Parks 48
Bowling Green 69, Barren Co $4
Bracken County 43, Augusta 35
Bremen 77. Hughes-Kirk 59
Sundt Cent 21. Washington Co 58
Butler 92, Beth Haven 59
Cawood $9. Cumberland 58 OT
Cloverpurt 79, Portland Christian 35
Corbm 69. flockcastle Co 60
Coy Catholic 57, Erlanger Lloyd 46
Coy Holy Cross 65, Alexandria Brossart
.44
Danville 60, Casey Co 43
Deming 71, W. Anderson 34
Dixie Heights 65, Conner 63
Erlanger St. Henry M. Covington Latin
55
Evangel $4. Potter Christian 44
Evansville 26-57. Henderson Co 18
Fairview 68, Lawrence Co 50
Farmington 93. Palmsvdle 71
Fleming-Neon 38. Letcher 33
Frankfort 57, Franklin Co 52
Fulton Co 67. Obion Cent.Tenn 61
Grant County 30, Carroll County 47
Hancock Co 79, Whitesville Trinity 511
Harlan 80, Clay Co 7801'
Harrison Co 56, Bath Co 46
Holy Family 80, Huntington St.Joe,W.I• a .48
Iroquois 65. Manuel 45
Jessamine Co 67. Garrard C066
Johns Creek 78, Pikeville 75
LaRue Co 67, Ft Knox 63
Leslie Co 63. Hazard 46
Lewisburg 76, Portland, Tenn 68
Lee Bryan Station 90, Rowan Coil
Lincoln Co 93. Laurel Co 74
Lowes 62. Lone Oak $9
Madison Cent 64. Estill Co 47
Male 62, Central 59
Marion Co 57, E. Hardin 56
Marshall 69, Livmgston Cent 62
Simian 73,Clatit co 70
McDowell 76, Millard 72
Millersburg Military 66, Lox Sayre 51
Morgan Co 83, Magoffin Coil
Moore 80, St. Xavier 71
Monticello 70, Pulaski Co 63 -
Morgan Co 83, Magoffin Co 71
New Albany:54, Trinity 41
Newport 68, Fort Thomas Highlands 57
N. Hardin 76, Ehzabethtown 75
Oldham County 57, Eminence 31
Phelps 94, Dorton 82
Pleasure Ridge Park 77, Westport 75
Powell Co 67, Mender Co 64 OT
Scott.Co 64, Anderson Co 51
Shelby Co 71, Lou Ballard 62




W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia 38 12 750 -
Boaton 36 13 735 Vs
New York 24 2$ 462 14
Washington 21 77 438 IS
New Jersey 21 SO 412 164
Central Divisiga
Atlanta 3083 546
San Antonio 26 14 MS 4'1
Houston 24 25 480 3
Indiana 23 36 4131 4
Cleveland 22 29 431 6
Detrott 14 37 .27.3 14
Western Conference
Midwest Deviates
Kansas City 32 22 593 -
819hraukee 30 25 521 344
Chicago 18 31 367 114
Denver 17 35 317 14
Utah 16 36 306 15
Peel& Divides
Seattle 37 14 730 -
Los Angeles 38 16 OM 154
Phoenix 33 Ill 647 4
San Diego 27 VI Oil 12
Portland 15 V Mil 1244
Goklen State 15 35 300 2144
Friday's Games
Washington 118, Boeton 107
Indiana 139, San Dtego 117
Detroit 119, New Jersey 116
thicago 113, Kansas CIty 107. OT
San Antonio 125, Seattle 116
Phoenix tie, Miltienkee2
New York 110, Golden State.105
Los Angeles 124, Philadelphia 103
Saterday's Ganes
Chicago at Atlanta, n
Indiana at Cleveland, n
Seattle at Houston. n
Utah at Kansas City, n
Portland at Denver, n
Ssinikey's Games
San Diego at Boston
New York at Detroit
Chicago at New Jersey
Atlanta at San Antonio
Golden State at Washington
Cleveland at Indiana
Ptdledelphis at Pioenis, n
Milwaukee at me Angeles. n
Stadler Holds Lead But
Big_ Gun Tom Watson In
Position For Victory
By BOB GREEN the Torrey Pines Golf Club
AP Golf Writer courses, had a second con-
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Craig secutive 68 and a 136.
Stadler had the lead but pro "It was a good, solid
golf's -biggest gun, the for- round," said the bearded
midable Tom Watson, was in Stadler., "It could have been
position for a shot at the title worse and it couldn't have
in the 8250,000 Ant; Williams- been much better."
San Diego Open golf tour- A chip to three feet for a
nament. birdie-4 on the .18th hole
"I like my position," Watson provided him with a 1-shot
said Friday after a 69 had left lead over Watson and four
him a single shot out of the others at 137.
halfway lead in this, his first Also at that figure were Ray
tournament of the season." Floyd, D.A. Weibring, Bobby
"But I hate the wi'y I Walzel and Terry Mauney.
finished. It's just what 1--did Mauney had a 70, Weibring
yesterday, too. I had ag6licr and Wetzel us and Floyd
chance to finish par-birdie and birdied five of his last six holes
instead finished bogey-par. for a 67.
Hopefully I'll be able to get Stadler and Floyd played
• away. from that the next the easier, 6,667-yard North
couple of days," said Watson, course. The others' played the
golf's Player of the Year for 7,002-yard South course, the
the past three seasons., site for the final two rounds.
That shakey &mei to his Each carries a par 72.
round left Watson at 137, seven Only two shots back at 138
shots under par and one were Keith Fergus, - with a
behind Stadler, called "The second round 71, and Bill
Walrus" by his fellow pros and Calfee, the first-round leader
a winner two, weeks ago in the who slipped to a 73.
- -nearby Bob Holm -Desert --Defending thampion Fuzzy_
Classic. ,• Zoe/ler had a 73 and just
Stadler, W,ho grew up in the qualified for the final two
San Diego area "about 15 raiirds . at 145, the • cutoff
minutes from the course figure. PGA king David
here".. and who has played Graham had 73-143 in his first
literally hundreds of rounds on start of the year. •
Sumo Kenton SI. Dayton ila
Somerset 61, Fern Creek 4$
Haceland 63, Lewis Co 42
Russell 12. E Carter 62
1 ales Creek 62, Vioudfurd Co 61
Thomas Jefferson 69, Seneca 52
Todd Cent 79, Greenville 67
Trimble Co 62, Country Cray SS
Union Co 74, Owensboro l'ath 50
Virgie M, Mullins 67
Girls
Barren Co 76, Bowling Green 47
Casey Co St, Danville 2
Cawood 50, Pineville 42
Cumlierland 68, McCreary Cent 62
Fancy Farm 36, Mingo 34
Ft Knox 42, LaRue co M
Knox Cent 70, U Heights 22
Hoplunsville 42, Henderson Co 2
LOUTS 71, Lone Oak 48
Obion Cent,Tenn 61 Fulton Co 35
Portland.Tenn 74, Lewisburg 38
Trigg Co 51. U Heights 22
LIT
Allen Co 57. Holy,Rosary 49
Assumption 70, Franklin Co 68
Laurel Co 52, Manual 5101
Oldham Co 46. Butler 41
College Scores
EAST
Illinois State 72, Howard 61
Maine 91, Vertnont 115
souni •
Jacksonville 67, Georgia St. 57
N. Carolina 91. Stetson 35
MIDWW•T
Cornell 62, Univ. of Chicago 57
Louisville 99, St. Louis 74
FAR WEST
Nevada-Las Vegas 63. Texas-El Paso 61
San Francisco St. 70, Cal-Davis 59
Seattle U 74. St. Mary's. C.al. 67
Prepares For 1980 Season
By DENN,IS POLUTTE
MSU Sports Infornuition
. Margaret Simmons says
that she has been coaching the
women's track team at Mur-
ray State University,
-*forever." Well, it's doubtful
she's been here ' quite that
long.
Actually, Simmons started
the Program back in 1966 and
has been putting together
Racer teams ever since. Last
year, for instance, Murray
State.- won the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate Con-
ference and placed second in
the Ohio Valley Conference
race.
The Racers begin their 1980
indoor track schedule today in
a six-team meet at Illinois
State University in Normal,
III. Also participating in the
event will be Chicago State,
Eastern Illinois, Northern Il-
linois and Northwestern.
"This is pretty far away, but
you have to go a long way
away to findan indoor track,"
said Simmons.
76ers, Celtics, Sonics All Losers
Although she didn't know
much about some of the teams
um the meet, the Murray State
coach expects a tough battle
from the host team, Illinois
Suite.
-They'll be good," said Sim-
Mons. -We've newr run them
-indoors, but they're tough out-
side."
Most of the Racer squad re-
mains intact, as only four
players were lost from last
year.
-We lost three girls by
graduation and Allison
Manley, our outstanding pen-
tathlete, stayed home in Sur-
rey. England, to try out for the
British Olympic team," said
Simmons.
Manley placed fifth- in, the
pentathlon in the women's Na-
tionals last year and was nam-
ed to the All-OVC squad. She
was also named Murray
State's freshman women's
track athlete of the year.
In addition to owning three
indoor school records at Mur-
ra State, Manley set three
outdoor marks last spring. In-
doors, Manley holds the Racer
Women's long jump record
with a leap of 18-5 and high
jump (5-6). She set the pen-
tathlon mark with 3572 points.
Outdoors, Manley holds the
pentathlon record with 3736
points, the long jump (20-'s)
and high jump (5-8).
Depth will be Murray
State's biggest asset this year,
said Simmons. "Our strong
point the last few years is we
have. had a lot of depth," she
said. "We don't have a lot of
super skilled people, but we
can 'depth' people to death.
We generally have te biggest
womee's squad iilKentucky..
"We-won't be that bad this
year: We'll be competitive.
We'll be stronger in the middle
to long distances, and our shot
putters will be better."
Simmons will try to offset
the loss of Manley with three
returning All-OVC players,
plus some talented veterans.
Senior Betty Fox captured
all-conference honors in the
Karen Harding, an Ail4WC
-choice in the pentathlon, also
returns. She holds the. school
record in the indoor shot-pul
with a throw of 38-714.
"She works very hard," said
Simmons of her junior Bowie,




Beach, Fla., is an all-
inirdles for Murray State. Her
personal best time in the 100
meter hurdles is 14.27. She
also)* a leg on last year's 440
Thitdoor relay team, which set
a school record in that event at
:46.85.
"This could be her year,"
said Simmons. "In the past,
she's always been the person
who's had to step in for so-
meone else. She has been the
workhorse. She can hurdle,
sprint and run the quarter
( mite )."
Fox also participated on
Murray State's outdoor mile
relay team, which set a school door 800 meter run (2:18.8 atO
mark with a tune-of 4:01.3-
"."45°Ftleni•letitinerersuninith4 4e2(12indoor 880
Yard-run (2:22.7) and-660 yard
run 1:42.18 are also tops at
the school.
Another record breaker
coming back is thane Holmes,
a sophomore from Fulton.
N.Y. She holds the school in-
door 440 yard dash mark
(:61,3), indoor 600 yard dash
( 1:35.3 ) and 600 meter dash
(1:42.0),
Big Boys Shot Down To Size In Friday Games
By The Associated Press
It was a night when the big
boys of the National
Basketball Association got
shot down to size.
The three teams with the
best records in the league —
the Philadelphia 76ers, Boston
Celtics and Seattle
SuperSonics — all came up
losers Friday, and so did the





night of infamy by virtue of
not being scheduled.
Jamaal Wilkes' 30 points led
the 1,os 'Angeles takers to
their 11th consecutive victory
at home; a 124-103 defeat of the
76ers, , whose hine-game
winning streak came to an
end.
In other games, the
Washington Bullets defeatea
the Celtjcs 118-107, the
Chicago Bulls downed the
Kings 113-1177 in overtime, the
San Antonio Spurs whipped
the SuperSonics 125-116, the
Phoenix Suns trounced the'
Milwaukee Bucks 110-96, the
New York Knicks overtook the
Golden State Warriors 110-105.
the Indiana Pacers trimmed
the San Diego Clippers l31-117
and the Detroit Pistons beat
the New Jersey Nets 119.116.
NHL Suspends O'Reilly,
Two Teammates For 20
Games Without Pay
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON tonight with the Bruins' game
AP Sports Writer in Pittsburgh. The NHI. said
NEW YORK ( AP) — the fines and ferfeitures of
Warning that the stands are salary amounted to more than
off-limits to players, with no
exceptions, the National
Hockey League has suspended
Boston Bruins captain Terry
O'Reilly and two teammates - Bruins in Boston earlier in the
without pay for a total of 20 day.
iThrielii-a-stattkalea"
brawl with New .-York- Veer _ _soine speeistors_olinsujniiine
the altercation,. Ziegler said
the league "expects and
demands" that players
"decline . from. any . con-
frontation with fans regar-
dless of the provocation." He
said any future violation could
result in a lifetime suspension.
Ziegler said his in-
conde0"..."dishonorable and ..„yrrlix‘imojlisclosed___thal.
--nrejudicint-to-the-vrettwrgaS ----mwribers-vf-the--ftruilis antithe league and the game of Rangers engaged in an on-icehockey."
As a result of the brawl, four
fans filed a $7 million suit
earlier in the week against
nine Boston players, ..,the
Bruins, the New York
Rangers, Madison Square
Garden, the NHI, and the city
of New York.
„O'Reilly, McNab, Milbury
and four other Bruins — Craig
MacTavish, John Wensink,
GiUes Gilbert and Al Secord —
also were fined $500, the
maximum permitted under
NHI. bylaws, while every
other Boston player in
uniform for the game was
fined $200 except goalie Gerry
Cheevers, Who left the ice




penalties Friday night after
meeting "with members of_the
tators last month. _
In suspending O'Reilly for
eight games and Peter McNab
and Mike Milbury for six
games for brawling with fans
in the stands at Madison
Square Garden on bee. 23,
NHI, President John A.
Ziegler Jr. called the players'
The I .akers picked up a full
game on the Sonics in the
Pacific Division and trail
Soattle by P2 games. Wilkes
ssas followed in the scoring
column by Kareeni Abdul-
Jabbar and Norm Nixon; each
uirh 24 points, Jim Chones.
Nth 16 and Michael Cooper
will 14. Earvin "Magic"
Johnson, recuperating from a
polled groin muscle, came off
the bench and scored 10
pits, while Julius Erving led
the :tiers with 24.
Philadelphia led by as many
as nine points in the first
quarter before the Lakers
caneht fire and outscored the
76er44 22-8 during the first 612
minutes of the second quarter
1. a 413-38-lead. •
Bullets 118, Celtics 107
Swinginan Roger Phegley
came 'off the bench to score
eight points in both the second
and fourth periods and help
Washington hand Boston only
its fourth home loss in 25
games. Elvin Hayes and Bob
Dandridge led the Bullets with
25 points apiece and Wes
Unseld contributed 171 -
Bulls 113, Kings 107
Ricky Sobers scored eight
points in overtime and David
Greenwood added four for
Chicago. Reggie Theus hit a
three-point basket with 10
seconds to go.
Spurs 125, SuperSonics 116
George Gervin and James
Silas teamed-up for 21 -points
in the final period as San
Antonio won its fourth game in
a row, ended Seattle's eight-
game winning streak and
climbed, withirip one-halt
. gamine of Atlanta in the
Central Division:.
Suns 110, Bucks 96
Truck Robinson's 23 points
led a balanced Phoenix at-
tack. The Suitt led by ashiany
as 20 in the first half and took a
64-16 halftime lead and the
closest the Bucks came after
that was 14 points despite 32
by Marques Johnson and 24 by
Sidney Moncreif.
Knicks 110, Warriors 105
The Knicks, led by rookie
Bill Cartwright and Michael'
Ray Richardson. came from
15 points behind in the final
conference selection who par-
ticipated in the 100 meters, 200
meters, long jump, 440 yard
relay and 880 medley relay for
Murray State.
Also returning is Mary Jane
Gates, a senior from Pulaski,
N.Y. She holds the school
records in the outdoor 440 yard
dash (:60,2) and 400' meter
hurdles ( :64.9).
Wendy Slaton, who has
broken four school marks
herself, will also compete this
year for the. Racers. The
sophomore from Evansville,
Ind. set two records in the out-
period, Cartwright, the for-
mer University of San
Francisco star playing in his
first NBA game in his horn..
area, 'scored 31. points, in-
cluding 10 in the last quarter.
Pacers 139, Clippers 117
Billy Knight scored a
career-high 44 points and six
other Pacers finished in
double figures. 'James
-gdwards had 21 points, 12 of
them in the first period, and
Alex English came off the
bench to score 20.
Pistons 119, Nets 116
Rookie Greg Kelser'S
slarndunk with 28 seconds
rtmaining :capped a furious
Detroit comeback as the
Pistons broke a .12-game
losing streak on the road. .
•
Lets talk ENERGY SENSE and CENTS as it pertains to the recreation world.
QUESTION: Do you and your family enjoy the outdoors on or near the water?. . . fishing?. . .pic-
nicking?. skiing? Do you find it relaxing to get away from the everyday work andgrind?
If your answer -is yes, then boating is probably your best dollar spent for familyrecreation.
FACT: - In 1979, 580,125,000 people went boating. . . 677,900 boats were sold for a total
S3,051,220,000.00 with on estimated- total of $7,500,000,000.00 spent_ pertaining ter boating in 1979. It is avital industry!. . . beautiful, pleasurable, relax- "' " --'t--4T-fte=7-Ajetilira~verfitAer- . • :
one percent-of-att-energy used. The fueftrsedorrarte trip-to-fit/ride,- to-the Rocky's-or -
to the West Coast would provide booting fuel for years. And that can be spread outfor weeks and months of pleasure instead of just one trip of a few days - and that'snot considering motel and other travel expenses.
So, what we are trying to soy is BOATING IS HERE TO STAY! It provides so much pleasure to so many people for so littlemoney.
More and more people ore turning hi Pontoon boats and house boats. We happen to specialize in those two. First oft, they ore-.4 energy efficient. WHOA!! Bock up there man! Granted, Pontoon
. boats are most efficient. The fact that they carry more people
` • safe, and stable end con-be enjojolimetiether running or-just./-;
around. 'BUT- . : -who—said a houseboat at abiridt-orie---.--4,-..0- mile per gallowaveroge is energy efficient? 0,K. . going o long
distance in o big comfortable houseboat does take a lot of fuel.
But, todoys modern houseboat owner considers his houseboat 13
very efficient floating cottage - totally self -contained and in-
dependent. So for a very few gallons of fuel, he can crank up,
drive a short way to some beoutiful, quiet, secluded cove, and
have the rest, fun, and relaxation, that he desires and-deserves.
s wing at 0. Nov oferting ablest $ 2 S00.00.
'We bars several booseboets in stock both now said mod from les pram to big fly slam. Mes, gas er Mom& fiberglass, steel or elantinuat.May we brio Ms priviledge of flawing ye, seem of eer twerp efficient and faielly towboats it veer *arks, cionvisalasee.
If you're looking for some unusual bargains, you might just want to grab one of these closeouts.• 18' Mark Twain with 165 horsepower, 6 cylinder, Mercrviser engine, fell moms, lea beers, real aro, onus good hailer. $4975.00'16' irking with $5 horsepower, Ivintodit engine, full fornitswe end table, sun top end helm, nice homily rig 4 500 00
'17' Crlastron, real sharp, plash seating for fishing or skiing, galvanized trailer, Mange cover, broad nevi 05 horsepower 'rioted' with Hit end tries, inckeditsMond new trolling motor. %4975.00
'IS' Trisonic, with 188 hotsepovrer atercrinser steasdrive, rind good holm,. 13 500.00
• 7' "reveler, ,? 160 horsepower ktercruoser sternelrivo, filmdom trailer, ryas rid geed. $2750.00
'18' Crown tins, with top and tendoni trailer (oar cylinds. sterndrive. AI* rev • Meallinit? 5)250.00
verbal confronta ion at the end
of their Dec. 23 game. While
the players were grouped near
the boards, he said a spectator
leaned over and punched Stan
Jonathan of the Bruins in the
face, cutting him. Ziegler
called it "a- cowardly, un-
provoked assault."
Ziegler said a spectator then
grabbed a player's stick "and
began swinging, it in a
menacing and threatening
manner" at the Boston
players, striking O'Reilly,
who climbed the boards ana
went after the fan.
The other Bruins then
climbed the boards "and
certain of them became in-
volved in altercations witl-
spectators."
NFL 'Orphan' Game
Is Sellout This Year
By BRUCE LOWLY!'
AP Sports Writer
HONOLULU (AP) — The
Pro Bowl, the National
Football League's "orphan"
game, is a sellout this year.
And while it may not help
Hawaii snare. an NFL ex-
pansion franchise someday, it
can't hurt, either.
crnifirnis OUT judgment
that this is a great sports city,
that there's a. great, deal of
sports interest out here," NEI,
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
said Friday of the fact that all
49,800 seats for Sunday's all-
4W
Year's bay.
Rozelle, who appeared at
Iriday's practice, was also to
attend today's formal an-
nouncement of this year's four
inductees into the Pta Foot-
ball Hall a Fame — gob IjIly,
Deacon Jones, Herb Adderley
and Jim Otto.
Fan interest may be pnly
marginal consideration in
Hawaii's NEI, dreams a year
or two — or more — from now
when the league expands to
two more cities to bring its
membership to 30 franchises.
star game in Aloha Stadium
wge sold out before New
. , •
- a
".4.- al& _Aft . a l' "- r: 4-
VI, atma.,7g
. if t., 0•0*--
a.
`,....aft......% 6111.1 
alminamissagmase 0!‘;°".  - '....'
M . II I0 - -- .".1R1R6aft..'ir.sem 
tor
Fishing Boats
01' boss boats, ten sharp. one looded one not Most see said eat this price if yew realty wait a sharp metal flake.
"Mg basalrern, grub ono of those on custom trailers one for S1 7 50 no Reefer, one loaded with ITS h .p . motor 55973.
•Cht• sharp little bass beat with trolling motor, depth finder, remote anchors and brand now 35 h p. 1/111efit (rimed, 10, Only 5 1 750 00
• Dee brand new aluminum Grimmest fishing boot with electric IS hinroda with depth findet end trolling motor, flinty seats 1 for only 5 2 4 7 SO 00
'One breed nee/Stew-9 1900 cruiser for only S 1 S00.00. 150 h .p. eirtimard.
One brand new 2S ft . Sleety, Sedan Cruiser for only S I 4,7 S0.00
Also a couple of good used fishing boats complete with motor and trailer for 5975.00 each.
Many other boats to choose from in Pontoon boats and houseboats.
You need some big power? Push a big bass,,,work boat, or houseboat maybe
We just traded for 0 brand new factory warranty Evinrude motors.
• trona new 200 h . p. hared' V 6 power trim and til. Current list price $4684.95. bey new ler only $2 7 1 5.00.
'ISO N.P. Evintoda v 6, power trim said T.H. Curren. list price 543 14.98, boy sievs ter 52675.00
' 140 If .P. EvMrside V 4, power trim god tilt Current NM price $3954.99, lay new for $2550.00
' 140 N. P !veered. V 4, no trim art, h. Carron list $35 59.99 , ley new for $2250.00.
We have a few smaller motors at big savings to you!
S,, Don or Cr.ismin ( lurc
6
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280. Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign turn right then left and you have arrived
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Observations
Our Young People '
Going Places
There's no moss growing on
our young people of Murray —
at least thirteen 113) of them,
all from Murray City schools.
All but three are away from
their home here. Four are
experiencing customs in
England.
Mark Austin, 16, a
sophomore in Tates Creek
School, 1.exington, since
September, has been accepted
to a fall 1980 exchange
program. He will be going to
school and living in a French
home with a family in
Beauville, Normandy,
France. A student-there will
be coming here to school.
Mark is interested in
dramatics and has played
leads in the local Community
Theater. He lacks just a few
points being an Eagle Scout,
plays the piano, plays tennis,
and is an all A student.
He and his twin brother,
Paul, moved to Lexington last
fall, leaving Murray High
School where one was
president and the other vice-
president of their class( don't
know which was which) and in
numerous school activities in
which they were leaders.
But their high academic
records, their pleasing per-
sonalities, and wide interests
scion involved them in school
at Tates Creek. They are
members of the Key Club and
Beta Club. Mark has the lead
in Lexington's Children's
Theater play and has played
in another production.
Paul, became an Eagle
Scout in a beautiful ceremony
in the First Christian Church
here last fall. He, too, is an
honor student. He belongs to
the French Club. His interest
- is tennis and he is a member of
the traveling tennis team.
Jill, the older sister and a
student at Centre, is an
achiever too. She is in
Wesbaden, Germany on a six
.weeks study-travel prOgram.
She will visit Berlin, Munich,
and Vienna. Then from
February 9-14 she will have
free travel where she wishes.
'They will leave Frankfurt
• Germany for home. She is
majoring in English, and
minoring in French. She is a
tennis player.
Ih 1.04 hie Hart
Older brother, Brent, is
majoring in business in the
University of Kentucky. He
has worked a year in Florida
before attending Murray State
a year. He, like his sister, Jill,
and brothers, Paul and Mark,
is a tennis player.
Where did the four Austins
get their high achievement —
many talents? We'll have to
believe from their parents,
Dr. Clegg Austin, a
pediatrician, and their
mother, Janice, a real estate
broker in Lexington.
Their grandmother, Lucille
Austin, has had her influence.
She was Miss Murray State in
• her student days. She has a
master's degree in French
from the University of Ken-
tucky. She took Murray High
School students to summer
studies in France three times
before retiring from Murray
High School where she taught
French, a few years ago.
They are friends of mine.
I'm enthusiastically watching
the Austins in their progress.
Another local student, Mark
Young, is making good in
Murray State University. He
is in his second semester. He
was awarded The George Hart
Scholarship after graduation
last year.
The Boston students —
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Boston, are among the high
raters. Two of them, Bill and
Beth, are on scholarship in
College — Bill in U.K., Beth in
Tulane, New Orleans, La.
Beth spent a summer in Peru,
S.A. Younger brother, Brent,
is an honor student in Murray
High. Their father is a
Methodist minister and a
driver for the city school. Mrs.
Boston is a stock brokei.
Andy and his sister, Mary
Ann Littleton, are in England,
residing with our own Dr.
Lochie Overbey Christopher
and little daughter, Shannon.
I ochie is on a F'ulbright
Exchange assignment from
MSU. Mary Ann is working;
Andy is traveling.
These Murrayns are on the





A sluggish economy, rising
unemployment and a leveling
off of the rate of inflation have
been predicted by a leading St.
Louis economist for 1980.
Dr. Clifton B. Luttrell, vice-
president of the Federal
Reserve Bank in St. Louis,
forsees the sluggish economy
for the coining year with a
real growth of the Gross
National Product (GNP) of
about one percent.
Speaking at a commercial
bankers seminar in Murray
recently, Luttrell also said he
sees the unemployment rate
rising to about 7.5 to 8 percent
and a leveling off of the in-
flation rate at about 10 per-
cent.
Interest rates on mortgage
loans, he predicted, would







He bites your budget, too. Frosty
ays and freezing nights cause your home's
eat to work overtime. Loads of energy arc
equired to keep your home comfortable.
You can fight the bite of Jack Frost
y insulating your home, heating at _68 de-,
rees or less, and following other conserva-
ion tips in Electric Savings, a free booklet
vailable at our office.
.4




The seminar, an annual
affair, is sponsored jointly by
the Department of Economics
at Murray State, the West
Kentucky chapter of the Bank
Administration Institute and
Groap One of the Kentucky
Bankers Association.
Presiding at the meeting
was Gedric Paschall, vice-
president of the Bank of
Murray and president of the
West Kentucky Bank
Administration Institute.
Dr. David Eldredge, dean of
the college of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray
State, gave the welcome, and
the invocation was given by
Mike Sykes, vice-president of
the Bank of Murray and a






formerly of Evansville, Ind., a
senior at Murray State
'University,_ will present .a
v.,i0.40.regitk1.011_,thgyanApilsOi. -
Friday evening, Feb. 1.
To begin' at 8: i5 p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Constance Sue Ottway
the program is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Mrs. Ottway, who will be
accompanied by Cynthia
Baggett of Paducah on the
piano, will play "Arioso" by
Bach, "Concerto in D Minor"
by Henri Wieniawski,
"Roumanian Folk Dance" by
Bartok, "Menuet from Petite
Suite" by Debussy, and
"Chaconne in G Minor" by
Tommaso Vitali..
A music performance major
with a minor in landscape
architecture, Mrs. Ottway is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Emery J. Nagy of Evansville.
She is maraied to Bruce Alan




— A banner rectntly was hung
on a bridge over the Thames
River here. •
The banner, put up by tile
Reading Crime Prevention
Panel, read: "Now Is the
Time To Stop Crime."
Thieves stole the banner.
4
Petrie Chosen For Economics Institute
Dr. Garth Petrie, al,
associate professor in the
Department of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State
University, has been chosen
as one of 25 participants for an
institute on economics
education in the summer and
fall of 1980.
Petrie, a member of the
faculty at Murray State since
1974, was notified of his
selection by Dennis J.
Weidenaar of Purdue
University, director of the
Economics Education
Institute for College and
University Social Studies
Educators.
The institute will be con-
ducted by the Center for
Economics Education and the
Social Studies Education
Section of the Department of
Lducation at Purdue
L'niversity, in conjunction
t4ith the Joint Council on
Economics Education and its
affiliated centers and state
councils.
Supported by the Setirs-
Roebuck Foundation, the
institute for college and
-university teachers of social
,tu'dies methods courses will
tie conducted in four phases,
with the first to be on the
Purdue campus in West
. Lafayette, Ind., May 27-June
7. Later phases will be in other
locations.
As a selected participant,
Petrie will receive $800 in
stipends, travel allowances,
and food and lodging ac-
commodations.
The institute is designed to
foster the integration of
economies into the social
studies curriculum at all




and by familiarizing them
with research literature in
economics education and new
curricular materials in
economics.
Petrie, a native of Carlisle
County, earned the B.S. and
M.A. degrees at Murray State
and the Ed. D. degree at
Indiana University..
He has taught school at the
elementary' level in Murray,
Bardstown, Indianapolis. 10.,
and Carlisle County. He was
also on the faculty of the
University of Northern Iowa
for four years.
Mini-University To Be Offered
Mini-University, an enrich-
ment program for children in
the Murray Independent and
Calloway County public
schools, will be offered this
spring for the fourth con-
secutive year.
"Only sixth graders will be
eligible to participate this
year," said Jean Budder,
Mini-U coordinator.
Four sessions of two hours
each will be held on March 22,
March 29, April 19 and April
26. Buses provided by the
school boards will transport
the students to the campus of
Murray State University.
• Some courses will include
field trips to other sites.
Instriietors include per-
sonnel from the Murray State
111111
1_1
OPEN DAILY 9-9 SUNDAY 12-6
c=1" urn"-tr:
staff and community pe*--
sonnet with expertise in areas
of interest AD the . students.
Cliqs offerings and teachers
will be announced at a later
date.
Originating in the College of
Human Development and
Learning, Mini-University is
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Many with lovely lace
or embroidery trim
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2-ply towels with decorative printed bor-






















tube socks. with cush-
ion lining, are perfect






rusted or sticky parts
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TULSA, OK. — Exciting
action films of outdoor
recreation and fishing,
designed especially for
showing to clubs, civic and
sportsman organizations,
schools and youth groups, are
DOW available from Lowrance
Electronics, Inc., in Tulsa.
Lowrance is the world's
largest maker of sport fishing
sonar equipment and offers
the films to any interested
organization for a handling fee
of $5 each.
More than 25 films, ranging
from bass fishing at Lake
Novillo in southern Mexico to
lake trout angling in
Saskatchewan. and a full
series on the .BassNlaster's
Classics, are available.
A complete list of films,
order forms and other in-
formation on the service can
be obtained by contacting
'Lowrance Electronics, Inc.,
Film Department, 12000 East







Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow
Steve freedoms, loft, sad Gary Joao', both *1 Alarm, breaght la this aussisal hag efgeese sad decks Satarday, January 19. The pair begged two bloo sod owe snow geese,
else • beffiehead aid gehiesheye dunk, free their heat blind addle Maths, is liteldsche
Lake.
Philo comrlIng el Mode Lae s
Fishing tine
During the last decade,
fishing and boating pressures
on our water resources have
multiplied at an unbelievable
rate.
Today, more than ever,
people have the desire, time
and money to travel and enjoy
these water resources.
Fishing tackle, boats, motors,
trailers and accessory Sales
have skyrocketed, also, at an
unprecedented rate.
The increased utilization of
these waters, however, has
not been matched with a
needed, expanding fishery or
additional water resources
equal to this increased
demand. According to fishery
biologists across the nation,
the amount of water available
for boating and fishing has
increased very little over the





- than -fie -was five years ago,
and, the forecast for the future
won't improve - if fishermen
don't do something about it.
Through the years. the Bass
Anglers Sportsman Society
has implemented programs
they felt would benefit
fishermen everywhere. To
protect our existing resources,
they. have worked to bring
pressure against those
polluting the country's waters. ,
implemented programs with
many bass clubs such as
"don't kill your.catch," which
would conserve our limited
fisheries, and in 1973 B.A.S.S.
founded the Bass Research
Foundation with the idea of
enhancing the bass fishery
available to all fishermen.
I am, and always will be
committed to these programs,
but, we must constantly
search for means to improve,
manage and increase our
fishery-water resources.
Is there a way W improve
upon what we have? Well, let's
look at what
The hunters. ''s been done by a.. fell? sro spoststp_ en.r2
Today, there is more wild
game available, for hunting
purposes than any other time
in the history of this country,
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park .*
Kenlake Marin' a._
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt 1 Hardin 15021474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171




Open 7 Days A Week
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and, that goes back to when
Columbus got here. Why?
Because of adequate fun-
ding and good game
management practices. In
1975, the average hunter
payed . $3.06 into a federal
program called the Pittman-
Robinson Fund. P-R is an 11
percent manufacturer's ex-
cise tax collected on all hunter
related - items including ar-
chery and handguns.
These , Pittman-Robinson
funds have been used to
manage and enhance wildlife
availability.
Fishermen have also had
their version of the P-R
program in the form of
Dingell-Johnson. D-J, as it is
known in the fishing industry,
for the last 28 years has been
the principle funding used by
states for fishery
management, research and
the development of access
areas to public waters. Very,
ftiniti -
are generated-by an excise tax
on all fishing rods, reels, lures
and creels. The 10 percent tax
is remitted by manufacturers
to the federal government and
is then given back to the fish
and wildlife departments of
each state. The funds are
divided among the states
based on a formula which
considers land and water area,,
and total license sales. No
state receives more than 5
percent and non less than 1
percent of the available D-J
monies. Each state must gut
up $1.00 of state funds to
match each $3.00 of D-J funds.
Unlike many federal
programs, the D-J fund is well.
insulated from escalated
administrative costs and




returned to the states with no
more than 8 percent of the
total used by the federal
government to administer the
program.
At the state level, the f)-.1
monies can only be used for
approved fisheries research
and development progrims
Dollar for dollar, the fHher-
man gets more for his mone
in D-J than most other
government programs.
Durin the last 28 years, more
than 328 public lakes have
been built and over 2,200 miles
of rivers have been made
available through access area.
development. Today, 37 states
stocking and ,
striped bass "-rockfish ,
fisheries. .
The problem is that with the
growing demands, of boaters
and fishermen there simply
isn't enough money to do an
adequate job.
The expansion of D-J to
include boats motors, trailers,
etc., will generate —an
estimated $100 million in new
funds that may be used by our
respective states to improve,




WIND OUTDOORS By Wade Bourne
Run Coon Run
Hounds, Dark Nights and
Creek Bottoms Are A Tradition
Off down in the woods we
could hear them by, deep,
hollow sounds from the old
dog. long howls from the
middle one, irregular barks
from the young dog in the
making. The noises worked
their way through the night,
richixteting off the bluff and
across the creek and climbing
through the trees to the road
where we waited. As we
listened a cold wind crawled
up our necks and tried to slip
through the cracks of layers of
warm clothes. .
-Tree me!" Don Wright
Said. Fox Dawson laughed and,
-weed: - His hounds, it soun-
ded, had run a raccoon up a
tree and were signaling their
accomplishment.
-We'd better go," Fox said,
eda .22 rifle
from the tool box of his triiek'.
Then we were off the hill,
lights dangling around our
necks, holding on from sapling
Vsapling to keep from sliding
to the bottom.
Crazy people, these coon
horoers, working all day and
hunting all night. I'd been at
the business before, and Don
Wr4:ht and-Fox Dawson were
no different from most others
who revel in damp nights and
hounds and cornfield bottoms.
The them a race is a sym-
phony, and when the dogs tree
their enthusiasm is childlike.
But their energy is strictly
adult. When we reached the
f,A.A of the hill we turned
toward the barking. Fox was
in the lead with Don at his
heels, and I followed a distant
third.
The creek was a wide trench
cut through the bottom. In
places it riffled over gravel. In
others, it ran slow and deep, in
the night a ,mystery and a
barrier that had to be crossed.
The dogs were on the bluff on
the other side.
"We ought to be able to
cross on down by the field,"
Don said. We pushed through
--4.f.;1 - Eas-i -
dergrowth and over --drifts_
where the creek had run high.
And suddenly fox scrambled
down the creek bank onto a
gravel bar, ancl he surveyed
the crossing with his light.
"It'll be over our boots," he
judged. Then suddenly the
dogs ran out with an extra
loud series of baying, and Fox
bared intuthe water. Don and
I followed, running and
splashing through the
shallovis, and I felt a cold
wetness surround my legs and
knees.
Back down the side of the -
‘-'1'*••:' t.4 -
Sans Newry, right, sad leases Barrew hold a pair of decks hams while heating is Kew-
tacky Lake Saturday, January 12. riot. y Macy Sorrow
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
bluff, holding to trees, slipping
on rocks and loose soil. The
barking was getting closer. I
concentrated on the narrow
path and tried not to think
about slipping and falling into
the creek 15 feet below.'
Finally we saw them, Fox's
three walker coonhounds,
circling and jumping up on a
two-foot oak and sounding out
with all their lung power.
Their eyes reflected the lights
as we puffed closer.
• "it doesn't sound right to
me," . Don said, and Fox
agreed. Coondog men! They
know the language, and
sOmehwere in the dogs'
barking they'd detected an
uncertainty that the animal
was there.
They shined the tree.,
,coursing e 1111 , (-meting4e—
look from the other side.
Nowhere was there a glint
from a coon's eye, a dark form
stretched on a limb trying to
hide from its pursuers. Then
pon noticed a nearby den in
the bluff, and there was
evidence that one of the dog's
had been digging.
"That's where he is. This is
a 'slick' tree. We might as well
catch the dogs and go find
another race." *
-Don and Fox are the same
men with whom I recently
hunted quail in Trigg County.
The duo's other outdoor
passion is coon hunting.
They'd been the two previous
nights, taking two coons the
first and a solitary animal the
second.
"This year we've had some
good coon hunting weather,"
said Fox Dawson. "Coons will
get out and ramble on a warm
damp night, one that's real
dark! Also, coon hunters like a
night that's not windy so they
can hear their dogs."
One of Fox's dogs is a "night
champion," a title earned in
sanctioned night field trials.
Fox explained how hunts are
conducted, how, points are
'1‘4104Eit - tor- ritt ftilt 8nielvr-
strike a trail, the first to tree.
Points are also taken off by
judges for treeing that doesn't
produce a coon.
There's a lot of politics
involved," Fox said. "You go
into a new area and the guide
might take your party into a
place that has a lot of coons, or
he might not. If he knows you
or likes you, he'll iaut you in_a
good spot."
Fox parked his truck by an
old concrete bridge, and the
dogs were turned loose up a
dry creek. The hounds soon
struck a trail followed the
coon to a den tree, and again
we made a trip into the woods
to come back empty-handed.
The third and fourth courses
were unproductive, but on the
fifth the dogs engaged in a
lively race. The sounds traded
back through the inky hills to
our listening post, and in 20
minutes the dogs had treed.
"This one sounds good. The
dogs sound sure of them-
selves," Don said, and again
we were off along an old farm
trail into the night.
The barking never slowed. I
was sweating to keep up with
the two hunters, up a hill,
down. a fencerow, along the
edge of a harvested cornfield.
At..the field I Shined my light
across toward the-woods, and
six pairs of deer eyes reflected
a pale green color.
['641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
- —.0
Hw. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Treislag coos, Ismonds, dark nights auit damp creek bet-
tens s comprise a Kentucky tradition. D.I.. their part to
kmp the frailtiea alive are F. Dawson, whit owns these
walkers, s.d Di.. Wright. The two lima helot retelarly in
the south Trigg math Christie. Comity area.
• The dogs were frantic when
we got to them, jumping up
and tearing at a large oak.
barking and circling. The tree
was left in an area that had
recently been timbered, and
limbs and treetops made
problems for our progress.
"I'm going to bet on - ,this
one," Don said, and We started
searching. through the tallest
limbs. We 'didn't see anything,
moved to get a better vantage,
and I spotted movement.
"Here he is," I said, and
Don and Fox also saw the
coon. Fox aimed while Don
held the light, and the animal
tr.biesk--4114._ theli.-1440
crack.
The dogs rushed, in, but Don
pulled the coon away. Coon
pelts are too valuable to be
ruined by excited hounds.
With one .coon in hand, we
had one more to go to fill our
party's bag limit. And that's
something that sticks in the
craw of Fox, Don and other
coon hunters., "We're only
- allowed to take two coons a
party a night," Fox said.
"Trappers can Set a thousand
traps and catch a thousand
coons and still be legal. I don't
think the laws are equitable."
Fox also said the high price of
furs has spawned • more
trapping , activity. "Some
areas along the Little River I
wouldn't hunt because of the
chance of getting one of my
hounds caught in a trap."
Both Fox and Don are also,
critical of unethical practices
by some coon hunters. "Our
coon hunting would be better if
hunters would let. the coons
alone during the off season.
Some hunters are out all year,
and they really cut into the
population when they take a
female coon int he spring."
We tried three more spots
before the 3 a.m. mark, but
non produced our other coon.
Finally we decided to give up,
and we drove back to Fox's
hOuse. "What time do you
,,havp:lo__Pe wpiii;! LISAked_
Dim. •
"7 have to be in at 7 a.m.,"
he laughed.
"How do you manage to
hunt most of the night and
then work all day on a couple
of hours sleep?" Icontinued.
"You just sort of get in the
groove, and your system
adjusts," Don replied.
But I wasn't in the groove,
and my eyes were heavy as I
started for my home 70 miles
away. I came to life, however,
a couple miles down the road
when a big raccoon darted
through the lights of my truck.
It was like a taunt; catch me if
you can. A masked animal in
deep woods, shrouded in
darkness and tradition and
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Nets Illegal In Some States
Sonar Equipment Used To Locate
•
TULSA, •Oic. Early-
morning light and a thin haze
added mystery to the scene as
a small fishing-type boat
worked its way across a
 cPrinded, cove an a_ large.
• • Oklahoma lake.
The men in it were not
fishermen, at least not for the
present. They were, however,
looking for fish 401 being
caught illegally in large nylon
mesh nets buried deep on the
lake botton.
Some of the crew, as
rangers of the Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife
Conservation, knew that the
nets had existed for several
weeks, and that illegal fishing
netting activity was being
carried out on this particular
lake - as well as many others
in the state - on a regular basis
by-iiirufriber Of violatori. The.
rangers, in fact, will tell you
that thousands of fish are
being taken illegally 'from
lakes in many states each
year and is a thriving 
business, involving millions of
dollars, in almost every state
of the uniqn.
Illegal netters are not easy
to catch. They work at night,
generally, and they -have
experience. They are slick and
shifty. Their boats are not too
out of the ordinary, thus they
often atipear to be plain,
everyday fishermen, out for
an evening of fun and
relaxation.
The nets they use for their
illegal , activities', although
large, are not easy to find price
placed in the water. .They are
made of fine, stout- nylon
monofilament. They are
weighted to sink quickly to the
bottom, where fish become
entangled in them, to: stay
until the offenders ( who mark-
the net locations by land-
marks) raise them and
remove the entangled or gill-
•
Levi inforcosnont officor removes striped bass froaill
legal net after locating with now graph unit.
, hooked fish. directed from a
Some illegal netters make a bottotn of lake or
living selling their ill-fated e hafts bottom
catches of both game- and structure, obje
rough fish to markets, fish might be floating
stores; individuals and even
restaurants.
Fortunately, through new
developments in sonar graph/
recorders, used by sport
fishermen to I indlish in lake%,
streams and oceans, the
Illegal netters now face new
foe and the men Who enforce
the fish and game laws of the
states have a new weapon
which aids in finding the
- illegal nets.









some dives to obtain samples.
of the sediment and silt at the






the bottom (sue as the nets),
fish anywhere- Selow the unit,
brush, trees, /logs or other
obstructions. it also makes a
permanent, /highly accurate




Electronics; Inc., of Tulsa, the
world'i leading maker of sport
fishing sonar equip t,
participated in method' al
se ches for the illegal nets
k wn to be somewhere in the
1 ke. -
1 Even though the nets are
made of extremely fine nylon
tnonofilament, several were
found in areas where rangers
suspected illegal netting
activity. In addition, a numberThree members bottom. of nets were located with the .I dive was made in STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
The' two divers were Gene
Robertson and Dean Moss,
with Greg-White assisting an/
taking pictures. The diver4
were using a homemade, tent
to obtain samples. With
temperatures around 50,6 55
degrees F.ahrenheit the'water
temperature was only 40
degrees. The visibility was
about three feet at he surface
and about we foot on the
The firti sonar unit in other areas of the10 to 1teetof wMe!ji Mg2M4iget5oft'bi1L1uSóid u've idea they were being used:was Made in about 10 feet of 
Location of some of the netswatei- with a very ,hard bet- was extremely easy becausetorn. The samples were they contained large fishdivided onto specimen bags which are readily visible oniind taken to UTM fortesting. 
the graph charts. Even the/ Dr. Smith said the research nets themselves can befia's been undertaken to detected and recorded on thedetermine: I. The rate, and charts.
pattern of sedimentation law enforcement officialswithin Reelfoot Lake: 2. . expressed that the new sonar'Changes/-in the- inflow- and -device will- Vein be usedoutflow, of phosphorus during
the lakes existence, which in
turny' would allow deter-
mi,na tion of changes in
prOductivity Within the lake.
throughout the nation to help
curb the growing and long-
established illegal fish netting
problem. Seveial states have
pressed the units into service
Rare Br. Smith Is praporiag to divide the spocknons and pat them into bags. Pictured





and others have made inquiry -
about their effectiveness.
- The new sonar device is also
being used for a number of
other non-fishing benefits. A
Lowrance representative
recently used his demon-
stration unit in Idaho to locate
a small airplane which
crashed into a deep lake. A
similar unit was used in Iowa
during the winter to search for
drowning victims who broke
through thin ice and to locate a
snowmobile in 25 feet of water
which was Iota through thin
ice by a fisherman.
The graph, officials say, can
be • etilized, also, to locate
drowning victims, sunken
boats or other machines, autos
and even smaller objects.
"The new unit," said
barren Lowrance, president
of the company- which
manufactures them and
pioneered sport fishing sonar
equipment more than 22 years
ago, "is capable of measuring
floating objects (such as fish)
-which-are suspended-n_ water
no more than six inches apait,
and any kind of solid object
which is within, or protruding
up to, nine inches fgom the
bottom of a lake or,stream.
"We know that it. has many
.applications, for law en-
forcement, rescue and other
desirable, non-fishing work.
Some cities are using it now,
for instance, to find foreign
objects in waste and treat-
ment plants. Water rescue
teams have used it sue-
- cessfully to follow divers as
they search for various ob-
- jects on the bottoms of lakes
,and stream's, 
.."The new sonar unit .ac-
tually provides a new tool for
rescue, lawn enforcement and
related .work," he said. "It's
like having a pair of eyes
working for you beneath the
surface of the water."
Unknown to many anglers
-The
infection by a wider variety of
parasites than are most other
Both internal and external
parasites prey on fish, and warm
water fish have more parasites
than.do cold water fish. '
One-parasite seen by man),
sport fishermen is the black
grub.
It appears as a curled worm
just under the skin of-Nuttlar
species of fish, including large-
mouth bass, sunfish and crap-
pie.
This easily detected worm is
actually attacking its second
host, say Mercury outboards'
fishing experts,. baying already
served a term ski larvae worm
_passing through the body of a
snail, and on its way to co-habit-
ing with a third host.
The black grub has developed
a master plan of survival that
requires cooperation of all three
of its unwilling partners.
As a grub, it weakens the host
fish and makes it vulnerable to
being eaten by birds such as
herons and gulls.
After entering the bird, the
grub becomes a fluke and is cap-
able of reproduction.
The resultant eggs are de-
posited in water by the bird and
they develop into small worms
which enter the bodies of snails
and clams.
The larvae continue develop-
ing and eventually esca. pe this
host and attach themselves to
passing fish. -
Burrowing, under the skin,
they become encysted and wait
for the next stage of life when
the fish is consumed by a bird.
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become so foolish as to think
we can go without it.
There is a great lan to be
seen in the shared com-
panionship of a small camp-
fire where the digger of dit-
ches sits equally included with
the president of- many com-
panies. It is a time uniquely
American - real and pure and
stilling chords high on the
harp of true human nobility.
There is no small-and great.
There is a oneness - a time and
place of man with man and
common bonds of deep
fellowship emerging that
transcend and far surpass
what other systems of society
have yet to grasp. It is in our
reereatien that we must
closely assemble to the ideals
and standards of a truly
democratic society, and it is
here that we each draw some
of the freshest of life's breath.
Great will be the loss when
that is gone.
Life itself is experience. A
one great experience made up
on many smaller ones. Not all
good. Not all bad. It is the
collective blend of these
events that merges to
establish a value of worth and
when a part is deleted the
Whole becomes most certainly
changed. From the deerstand
to the jackhammer and from
the jeep seat to the company
office desk chair we are what
we are. Let us be very careful
in singling out any one aspect
of the American way of life
and saying this must go. Not
so. No chain is stronger than
lir
Its weakest link. And
recreation is as much a part of
the chain that makes up our
lives as anything du.
Let us each be determined,
whatever our turnings in our
recreational pursuits, to help
shoulder whatever the call the
nation places upon us - but let
us also watchfully nurture and
care for these enjoyable, and
worthwile, moments of .our
lives. Let us never became so
selfish as to put our individual
expressions of self above the
good of the nation. For it is in
the unity of that nation that
these things become possible.
And if that shoe fits the foot of
an Olympic track star - then
let him wear it.
Have a nice week, and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
(Top Photo) Ricky Barrow, left, and Dan Roborts, both of Murray, hold two limits of
Mallards taken soar Stuggart, Arkansas, on recent hunting trip. (Bottom Photo) This Is
a typical view of flooded Pin Oak Mahar near Stuggart, Arkansas. Flooded timber such as
this normally attracts thousands of ducks, but hunting has been extremely slow.in Arkan-
sas this year.
FOUR WINELINGer Ham, Brooks Jr
The American Lifestyle
Admittedly, we are entering
into a period of time that will
cast historical implications in
the future as to the quality and
worthiness of recreation. The
heritage of this nation, caught
up as it was in hard work and
peril seemingly over-looked
the aspects of recreation for
the family, and much of
yesteryears training would
seem to say that anything
pertaining to recreation is
useless and of little value.11
something must be made to go
- if something must be
sacrificed from our way of life
- the call seems simple. Let it
be recreation.
We would draw question at
this judgement about to be
mandated upon us. 'The
American life style is unique
Fithin the world. There are
many who would paint it as
being an extravagant extreme
in excesses. We are pictured
al being -a nation -of- people
who wallow in luxuries and
indulge in countless hours of
waste.
Let us also remember that
we are the greatest productive
nation upon the face of the
earth - that the very high
standard of living which we
enjoy has been made possible
by carefully concentrated
exhertions of mind and labors
to achieve. With- success has
come pressure. A powder keg
of potential horror if .not con- .
trolled and contained within
frameworks of sanity and
reason. R is our contention
that the ability to relax is
equally as important as the
virtues of concentration that
have yielded ac-
complishments beyond the
most daring of dreams a mere
century ago.
True, we do let our hair
down on those one or two days
in a week that are devoted to
such. And this fascinates the
rest of the world. Let it not be
overlooked that the other five
days of that week are spent in
endeavors that tax the human
capabilities in ways far
beyond that of earlier...days.
'The pieisiirli g Modern- lig
are a thing remote and far -
removed from our ancestors.
Perhaps even more deman-
ding. Certainly much dif-
ferent.
We do not advocate the
return to the forty acres and a
mule concept % nor the
imaginary utopia of a
Walden's pond where each
man becomes sufficient-unto
himself. Rather we would
applaud the American life
style and temper it perhaps
with Biblical insight that
moderation is needful in all
things. Recreation is a much
needed escape valve to the
tensions of competitive free
enterprise and the growing
pressures of success and










1No Spe,noze, HI Kentucky take Catt,'
—
appy Holiday Travel, inc
Pomp= Shores on Kentucky LA?
DON McCtURI GRAYSON McCLURE
fake 94 East out of Murray for 2 ms;es Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles pact Bonner s Grocery Take
bloclqrop Into Panoromdand follow blacktop to your right
Telephone, 502.436-5483
•
By ULA TLNYTZTCY -
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -
E,shausted but unharmed -
and more than 18 hours behind
schedule - passengers of a
Delta Air Lines flight arrived
in New York following their
escape from an armed
hijacker who took their plane
to Cuba and demanded
passage to Iran.
The 65 passengers and crew,
some clutching boxes of
Cuban cigars, greeted
relatives as federal officials
tried to piece tngether the
details of the hijacking, which
began early Friday over
North Carolina.
The man - who boarded the
Atlanta-to-New York flight
with his wife and tivo
daughters - was taken into
-custody aPong with ks TamIty
in Cuba after officials refused
to provide him with a plane t‘o
Tehran, said State Depart-
ment spokesman David
Passage.
Don Vickers, captain of
Flight 1116. said he did not
know why the man wanted to
go to Iran. Delta officials said
the 1-1011 was not equipped to
cross the ocean.
The hijacker surrendered
after passengers sneaked off
the plane - the last of them
Making noise so the Man
mild not notice the plane was
emptying.
Arthur Nehrbass, special •
agent' in charge of the FBI
office in Miami, identifies' the
man as 29-year-bid Samuel
Alden Ingram Jr. of Atlanta.
Nehrbass said he did not
-ACROSS goods
1 Pain 3 Pronoun
5 Cook slowly 4 Energy unit
9 Farm animal 5 Bar seat
12 South African 6 Smatter
Dutch 7 Printer's
13 Fork prong measure
14 Mature 8 Damp
15 Thicle 9 Waterway
16 Thug 10 King of -
18 Make into ElaSffab
leather 11 Pronoun
20 Tantalum 17 Conjunction
sYrn1341 19.Near
22 Irritate 21 Danish island
24 Zest 23 Jump















































CCM 00 MOM Oi
CC E COUR COMMLI EN C1312 N PUS
26 Most daring 40 Singing voice flict
27 Irish seaport 43 Earthaquake 58 Cover
28 Spreads for 46 Coudh 60 Worm
drying 48 Plagbe 61 Pronoun
30 Sky sight . 51 Preposition . 62 Thus
33 Peruse' 53 Chinese • 64 Parent
35 God of love measyre Corloo
38 Lapse 456 Armed con- 66 French art cle
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I DREAMED I WAS MARRIED







iN TWO DAYS .
inOrT--/r rn authorrnes.
would return the family to the
.United States.
"We're still putting the
story together," he said.
Earlier, the Federal Aviation
Administration said two men
claiming to be Black Muslims
had hijacked the plane.
• The flight departed Atlanta
at 1 a.m. Friday and was
commandeered an hour later
ov et. Greensboro, Nil'., when
the man told the crew he had a
-If at first you do succeed
-- try to hide your astonish-
ment." -- Harry F Banks.
Many would not succeed
in the play of today:is decep-
tive .game. However, a good
look into the future will tell
declarer that a "late" trick
astonishingly counts as
much as one taken early in
the play.
North's raise to four
spades is best with his band
even though a no trump con-
tracts is impregnable with
today's layout. With a trump
fit and close to four winners,
it usually pays to raise the
major suit.
Dummy wins the first
trick.with the diamond king
and leads a trump to his
king. East ducks his ace, but
wins the trump continua-
tion. West signaling with the
eight of hearts. East switch-
es to his singleton heart 10
'to West's ace and-West leads
back the heart queen. Is
- there any question about.
what dummy should play?
If dummy's king is
played. East ruffs and exits,
with a club. West's nine
forcing dummy's ace. With
the diamond, queen offside,
declarer must lose two
hearts, a trump and a club
and the game is down one.
The key to success lies in
ducking dummy's heart king
when West leads the queen
of beams. West's queen will
- win, but another heart lead
will not .hiirtlecJarer-as he
Ran overruf
After the crucial duck,
declarer can.Win any return,
draw the trumps and dis-
card his. losing club on the









w ea rivn-fied--tweuted ta-ge-Co--
Havana , Vickers said. The
plane landed in Cuba at 4:03
a.m. EST.
Passengers said they knew
nothing of the hijacking until
stewardesses came by to
inform them individually.
"He did not threaten the
passengers," said Lynn
Martin, 19," of Dallas. She said.
the hijacker was in the cockpit
while his wife and daughters,












Dealer: South. The bidding:
South West . North East
3 41 Pass 441 All pass
Opening lead Nine of dia-
monds •
now gets a spade and two




South holds: 1-26-B. -
• A 6 5
1110
* Q 10 6 5 3
• J 7 .5 2
ANSWER: Two spades.
North's bid is forcing and
exploratory. South denied a
spade suit when he didn't
rewind-- one -spade: so the
delayed spade pid shows
'something" in spades and a
moderate to good two dia-
mond raise.
Send bridge queatioris to The Aces.
PO Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
wi,th self-addressed stamped ens elope
for reply








WOW' A DREAM LIKE
THAT REALLY GIVES ME
"M14E CREEPS/
-trt.tr seats as the plane wartedr--
I, Thomas Buchanan Jr as of
the 24th of January 1980 will
no longer be responsible for
any debts other than my own
on the ground in Havana.
Several passengers said the
%%iirrian apparently was
surprised bv the events. "She
quite upset, she was
ing," said Drew Berkowitz
or lk.nver.
Hobby Grier of Bir-
ininghani, Ala., said the
s-siiliian told her she suspected
her husband had sneaked the
gun aboard by hiding it in the
clothing of their 7-month-old
d. ighter. "
l'assengers said they
e•kaned the plane by sneaking
in pairs to the rear of the jet.
w here they descended to a
lower galley. They dropped
- feet to the ground and
haitilled until a truck could
p:ck them up.
• • the hijacker did not know
eviisuation was taking Il• $4111•4-414rbalos
place." "id I.isa Overton, 21,
Ho shore, N.Y.
['he"- passengers said the',
wcre fed by the Cubans and
allowed -to purchase cigars
Jim! liquor.





John 'Brown Jr. has
,!.•,.:(led what to do about the
S45.000-a-year salary and the
SIg.000-a-year- eipense
‘s ince he's entitled to.
He's going to accept them
1 ,.1h
Chief Administrative
.\ -:,tant Don Mills said the
ernor's decision to accept
th, looney was partly based
Nov': 29 memo from the
.rney general's office.
he . memo, by Assistant
I )cputy Attorneys General
Runyan and Walter
ilordnian, said Brown must
ent the salary.,
\tills said it was also
determined that other well-to.
o.overnors. like Pierre
).4Hont of Delaware and John
. fay" Rockefeller of West
Vir4inia accepted their
In fact, Mills said, former
President - John • F'. Kennedy
•A as the only high public of-
ficial the,administration could
find who did not aceept .his
salary.
Runyan said that where
state statute specifies a salary
for a particular office, as in
the case of the governor, the
salary must be accepted.
Whether or not Brown's
appointees can serve for $1 a
year is a question that has not
been raised to the attorney




FHANKFuHT, Ky. AP -
Nichol -of -Frankfort has
been named executiire
director of the . Kentucky
Energy , and Utility,
Regulatory commissions,
replacing Pat Abell, a former
aidetersoir.4W±•.t--414,04,
Nichols, named-76day, was
a deputy commissioner in the
Department for local
Government until November,
1978, when he resigned to
manage Ralph Ed Graves'
campaign for the Democratic
gubernatorial primary
When Graves withdrew
from the race to support John
Y. Brown Jr.'s successful
candidacy, Nichols also joined
Brown's campaign.
He has been serving with
Graves. as a member of
Brown's legislative liaison
S .
The 37-year-old Nichols will
be paid 941,200 a year. -
First St. Patrick's
Parade To Be Held
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
The first statewide St.
Patrick:s Day paraae will be
held in I exington March 15,
coinciding with the opening of
the NCAA Mid-East regional
basketball tournament at
Rupp Arena,
Phyllis George Brown, the
iovernor'S -wife, who an-
nounced plans for the parade
last month, had said it would
be held in Frankfort March 17;
.an their wedding anniversary.
• Howeverr-the parade was
moved to Lexington after it
was learned that. the city was
already. planning sticE a n
'evettt..
Television personality Ed
McMahon has been invited to





Lilt id Isere is a rattly
risfaissiscir oppirAly Nip




3 Card it Massa t
4. la MOntory






13. Far Saba sir Trash
14. Woad Ti lay











27. Misisile Neese Was
28. Altta. haat hats
21. Neefiesq-Coefieg
34. Bergeson R•etei
31. Went Te Reef '
32. Apts. kw Root
33. limas la Etat
34. Nooses For Neat
33. Ferias Fist Etat





41. IMarse Sale •
42. Seise teams
43. Rosa ttttt
44. lots For Solo
43. forms for Sehr






52. loots sod Motors
$3. Urinals prforoi
54. Far Truk





Why so many different
churches? 759-4444.
For Teens: I way that is









I p FUNO FOR
_ 
, East Chestnut Street
Columbus Ohio 43eTti
John 14.15 "If ye love me.
lieep. my c.ornmandrnentsL II.
John T 9, -Whosoever tram
sgiesseth. and abideth not • in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. .He that abideth in the
doctrine V tfinst. he- bath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
Saturday's 11'
AM and 6•PM. Bible study. 6 til
8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime. Free Store for the
needy. All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600.
I PROGRAM COORDINATOR
B.S. in Special Education or
MA an psychology required.
Apply-Peesonnef Office,
ExcepticomOutwood Campus,











"Sealed bids will be
received at the Office
of the Calloway Coun-
ty Board of Education,
College Farm Road,
until 9:00 a.m. on
Tuesday, February 5,
1980, for furnishing
food and cleaning sup-
plies to the cafeterias




may be obtained at the
Calloway County
Board Office or will be
mailed upon request."
Adveittsers are requested
10.1 check the first in-
sertion of ads for correc-
tions This newspaper will
-res.ponsrbte tor -ontr
)ne incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SOUL° BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY..US PROMPTLY IN










3. Card of Thanks
The family of Earl Stom wish to
express their grateful apprecia-
tion for the flowers, the
prayers., the food. and your
'presents during the death of
our father and grandfather.
Earl Stoin. A special thanks to
Dr Pool. Rev and Mrs Mar-
shall Fortner Rev Jim Fortner
and Res Alex McCloud
The family of Earl Stom,
Camp, Mr and Mrs ?ay Lafser..
Mitchell Stom. Donald Stom..-•
and Grandchildren.
We the family of William Calvin
Taylor wouldlike to express our _
appreciation and thanks for the
many acts of sympathy and
kindness extended us during
his illness and death A special
thanks td the donors of food,
Aipee4i.psits. cards, phone
---"4-76titAIRW prayers God bless
each -one. The Curtis Taylor
family.
We the family of Loyd Green
wish to take this opportunity to •
express our pnCere thanks to
the Red. Paul Bogard-and Fil
Boston, to all the pallbearers
the- Blalock-Coleman. Funeral
Home. and all our friends and
neighbors.
The Family•
lost White Poodle, goes by the
name Tu. lost uptown, Call
753-0600. Reward!
Lost one folding chair on
highway between Murray and
Almo. Call 753-1952.
$100 Reward








Lost or stolen Male. Keeshond.
grey and'iblack, furry, light
brown legs. Lost in vicinity of
Panorama Sbotes. Reward'
436-2677 - - - -
6. Help Wanted 
Experienced,diesel- mechanic
wanted. References and tools
• required. Good pay, and
benefits. Call 753-4626. 
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics.
exclusive lewdly 1611- great-
men's products. You'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enjoyable it can be. tall 753-
5150 in Murray or 443-3366.in
Paducah for etails.
6. HiWd 
Need babysitter at night from
10 PM to 7 AM, in my home if
possible. Prefer references
153-5297. 
Part time helper for Water and
Gas System, also part time City
Clerk Call 492-8142 before 5
pm, City of Hazel. equal oppor-
tonity employer
Position -now open for accoun-
ting clerk with secretarial
abilities Call 753-1362
between 8-5 PM, Monday
through Friday.
Ten men or women for tempory
telephone work. -Both day and
evening shift. Call 153'8566.
Wanted immediately. RN or
LPN for 11 to 7 shift excellent
salary with shift differentials.
Insure plan with PCS. drug
card, vacations, and holidays
Care Inn 4th & Indiana
AllaYfield, 241-0200.
Waitress wanted. apply in per
son. Hungry Bear, 1409 Main
Will do sewing and alterations
Also specialize in making
uniforms Call 437-4401
Will do house cleaning Call
436-2310. . 
10-. Bus. Opportunity 
Earn $356 weekly .guaranteed.
Work 2' hours daily at home
($178 for one hour daily). Free
brochure Write L.R.B.. 20.13 N




Includes real estate, business
personal property. and equip
ment plus inventory For fur-




Wallis Stained. Glass is offering
classes in .stained glass and
\wood carving For information
tall or write ,Wallis Stained
Glass. Highway 121 West. Mur-
ray. KY 489-2613 
14. Want To Buy 
-Wanted to buy Used mobile
homes. 10.. 12'. and 14' wide.
Call 527-8322
Want to Buy a sliding glass
door Call 753.5595 after 8
Dm 
15. Artides For Sale
Antique sofa One t nd raised
like fainting sofa Carved wood
(Oak) back Opens to make bed
Good condition $200 Call
753-5187
large gas tank and pump also,
answering service for sale or
trade Call 474.2355
Ladies knit slacks also ladies
blue leans size 10-12. also nice
boys blue leans site 10-14.
Twin size bed with box springs
and mattress in real good con-
dition also new field glasses 7
x 50 Call 753-4104 
jJiijñeFurnishi nip-7 
Clean box springs and. Rat.
tress Call 753-5544
Hide-a-bed couch with queen
size mattress .550 753-8662
Kitchen -Aide dishwasher, ex-
cellent condition. $150. Call
436-2744 or 753-7346.
Queen size Jamison
posturepedic mattress -and hot 
springswith Hollywood frame.
$150. Call 753-5057
Used Furniture, Bar with 6
stools, bookshelves, vanity, full'
and half beds, chest. dresser,
record player, ping pong
tabte.pool table. typewriter,
TV's. trunks. storage box.
folding chairs, Odds desk.
baby bed, play pen. high chair.
wardrobe, 6 maple chairs; 5
piece dinette and -electric
heater Call 753,1502, .105 N
4th Street, Murray.
17. Vacuum Cleaners




For sale John Deere 1911"
double fold disc. $6250. John
Deere 13' chisel plow, $1850;
-John Deere--cultimulcher. 15'.
$3000. John Deere 6-16-
plows ' semi-mounted $3250.
John Deere six row cultivator.
$1850 Cal) after 1 pm. 489-
/141
ENCE MATERIALS
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Uuy 00W Paducah, Ky

























































































Your Grandchild's photo in a Heart
Send a really unusuJi Valentine to ,-iLrr
_Grandchild_ _this . Valentines_ Thas Moir in
put a photo where your heart• Apiduvsertyising Deportment with 
our name and 
resstaibes toisrr ehe nournaery
11th Cost s only $6 00 per heart i
your Grandchild's photo to the Closs,tied
•
Ledger & Times it 1
P Murrasjy KB: 31417011
19. Farm Equipment
165 Massey ferguson diesel





$4595. Other sizes available
Call collect 1-614-463-1334
20'. Sports Eqiiiiinent
Boys Spider bike for sale $30'
Call 153,8200 Can be seen at
1718 Holiday Drive
22-. Musical • -
NAISHOND ORGAN Excellent
condition Worth $600 will
take best otter Need to sell'
Call 753-0243
So long Santa) But why did
you leave us so many pianos
and organs? Must sell at our
cost some for only $20 a mon-
th Also used pianos and.
organs Hurry back Santa but
please don't make us play San-
ta next January Clayton's J &





Phone /53 39 4
24:-Wii-cellanenus
Antique wood stove. $50 753-
8948 after 5 pm 
CB antenna, 3 elemant. 18 ft
beam. 50 ft coax $40. 436-
2744 or 753-7346
Fliewood 18 inch 24 inch
Oak and Hickory, $2500 rick
Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt
Call 489-2321
Firewood for sale $20 and up
delivered 753-9871 or 161-
4441
Guaranteed Amway Products
for every need are lust a phone
call away. We deliver Call 759-
4868
'--- •
Poulan chain saw. XL-250. :'
bars. 14- and 16 carrying
case $100 436-2744 or 153-
7346 _
Two used garage doors used
windows misceltamous doors.
used bathtub and shower stall
Call 753-4124, -
23 Volumne set of En-
cylopedias. Brittanicas, with
World Atlas. Call 753-2636
26. TV-Radio
'Atm' `SeeiNd -Ilintrarr 
AM-FM MPX cassette or 8-track
in dash units 10 watts RMS
per side profeksional 
stallation included $89 95
Wave a little save a lot head
south to Leach Music
downtown Paris
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly papinent
on 25. color to Warranted
Clayton s .4.1tr!'1ec. 753-
7575 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974", model mobile home.
12x60. 2 bedroom, central
heat and air. I 7 baths. extra
nice. $6000 Call 753-9989 or
753-3734 '
Two bedroom mobile home..
12x34. furniture includes kit-
chen appliances only. S2400 or
best otter Call 489-2387.
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Trailer for rent See Brandon
Dill at Dulls Trailer Court or
413 Sycamore
30-11--usiness Rental .
For rent One office 1000 sq
ft carpeted Located at 1400
Hillwood Drive Call 753-8024
3r. Want To Rent
Want to rent space for Mobile
home with utilities Phone
618-658-8259 
32-.--Apts. For Rent 
-Beautiful new 2 bedroom
duplex in convenient Nor-
thwood Subdivision ready for
first occupancy February 1st
Large fully equipped kitchen,
economical heat pump TVA
recommended insulation $275
per month Call 753-7853
Deluxe super clean, 3
bedroom apartment central
air heat pump No pets $280
641 South 492-8452
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 753-
4109
Furnished Apartment $125 per
month plus deposit Call 753-
3411 between 11 am and 3 pm
or come by 1601 farmer Ave 
Large 2 bedroom 2 bath apart-
ment carpeted central heat
and air, partial utrlities furnish-
ed Apply 1414 Vine Street
Newly decorated one bedroom
furnished . apartment Partail
utilities furnished Apply after
4 pm at 1414 Vine Street
New two bedroom Apt. many
extras. $265. Call 153-1779.
New two bedroom duplex,
Westwood subdivision. 1906
Greenbrier see after 5 PM,,
New duplex apartment All ap-
pliances, central vacuum
system electric heat and air,
carpeting 753-2437
Small apartment for rent, come
to 1414 Vine
Two bedroom furnished apart-
ment Call 753-8333 
31. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent one block from
University Girls only Call 759-
4909 or 753-1812
Large room for rent new
carpet, all utilities paid, one
block from University. $70 per
month 753-0430 or 753-8131
34. Houses For Rent
House for rent in town. 2
bedrooms Drapes and
dishwasher furnished. carpted
$225 per month, deposit re-
quired. Call after 4 pm. 753-
6900
Three bedroom house near
KenlucliLlake .Completely frir.-
--nTsfier wash* VIF-ctrytir 
chided Deposit required Call
after 5 pm. 753-8964
Three bedroom brick house
near University, $225 per mon-
th family only No pets 753-
3942 
.
Three bedroom house 242 miles
from town $200 per month
$150 deposit Call 753-1353
Three bedroom brick, l bath,
fully carpeted, den, carport, 5
miles West of Murray.
References and security
deposit required. Call 1-382-
8255 or 1-382-2731.





The Housing Authority of Marray, KY is accepting applications for the
position of becutive Director. Responsibilities inclede. directing Housing
Authority employees in operation of a 191-unit Housing Authority
Mdividual nest have management and budgetary capabilities and be
able to worli with people Person selected met be able to pass Public
Housing Manager (PHtill certification elimination.
Job will regaire knowledge ol MUD regulations, as well as other typical
federal and state laws pertaining to, or affecting, public Horsing
fathom! Individual will be under the direction ol a 5-member Housing
Authority Board
Applications and a general job description mar be obtained at the
Housing Authority Office at 116 Nash Drive. The Housing Authority Board
will accept applications lentil 140 p.m. February 1. 1980 Applications
received or post marked later than this date will not he considered.
Salary commensurate with Qualifications and elperience An equal op-
portunity employer
HELP WANTED
Now hiring, full or part time, S7.00 per hour to
start, Local National AAA-1 rated Corporation needs
10 neot, honest, young minded people with permanent
address to fill 10 good jobs immediately.
No experience needed, car necesscr.,r-c.:::-.7.!:,..t.o....,
paid training program, paid vocation, grbup insurance
and bonus. Only those willing to wock need apply. Coll
753-9444 from 10 a.m. to 5. p.m. Friday only. No
other time. Ask for Mr. Show. •











feleei for swaoi. housa full of
furniture, corn, ontichNS,
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 afw 500
P.m.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Four bred sows, due to start
farrowing within one week Call
753-0672 after 6 pm
Pigs Approximately 40 lbs.
Landrace-Hampshire cross,
$25 Call 436-2280
Wheat straw $1 00 bale Call
753-0248 or 7532893




classes all dogs from two mon-





level. Right price for right per-
son. (901) 642-912€
For sale AKC registered Dober-
man Pincher, house trained
black and rust 753-8603
Irish Setter puppies for sale.
$30 each 6 males 1 female
Call after 6 pm, 1-522-3686
Old English Sheep dog pups.
AKC, 10 weeks old Cadiz. KY
502-522-6363 
41. Public Sale
Garage sale. 3 party. January
26th and 27th. Everything you
can imagine, furniture and ap-
pliances -Free coffee_ 1304 S
16th St
-Rummage sale. Friday and
Saturday. January 25th and
26th, .9 AM til 3 PM, 414 N 4th






Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service. .because changing
homes is enough Nauma by
itself. In a word its called ad-
justment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
n ieghbor hood..
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing. the
neighbectood that awaits you
elsewhere. The schools, parks.
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part...VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty. then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood. Sound
familiar? Its the same thing
we do for you someplace else
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor-







We're sold on your house
before we sell it...Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house, price it cor-
rectly, and discover it's distinc-
tive features. Because we're
sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper-
work. It's all a matter of spen-
ding our time wisely so it
doesn't waste yours. This is lust
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors today at 753-1492
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• 47. Motorcycles
It's easy for you to say boycott the Olym-
pics. You represent the 20-minute mile."
43. Real Estate
First time offered. Brick home
lust 5 years old located on ap-
proximately 22ir acres of land
with excellent garden site, and
room for outdoor living. 30 x
30 detached garagf -add work
shop with heat and bath. Home
has convenient and economrctl
central gas heat and fully
equipped kitchen. Priced
below appraised value. Call











Hwy. 1828 near Mid-
way. 3 large bedrooms
with- many built ins,
also built in business
center and china
cabinet in kitchen.
Den with fireplace and
bookcase, sewing
center in utility room.
Shaded 1 acre lot with
excellent garden area.
This house has all the
extras and priced in
the 60's.
BUILDING SITE
2L2 acres mil located
on 121 S. app. "3 mile






New listing! New 2 bedroom
home, kitchen complete with
all appliances carpet
throughout, 22 feet of closet
space, outside storage, con-
orete patio and driveway Call




Can be yours today!
Beauty has been cap-
tured in this unique
contemporary home in
Cantertwry Estates.
The gap has been
bridged between beau-
ty and quality with this
architectural master-
piece. Phone us today







trailer located on 3-Ls










ty, 753-1222 for all your
Real Estate needs. We
are members of Multi-
ple Listing Service.
*NW-1ft Arter-liEIOtelot1ixrk---
around . When yoiire. ready. to
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered. Like what
kind of financing us best?
Where are the schools? Shopp-
ing Centers7 What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the lump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors.
- We _have
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier •
DON'T POSTPONE
HAPPINESS
This may be the home
you've been waiting
for, designed to bring
instant happiness and
pleasure to your fami-
ly. Nothing was
overlooked in making
this quality home the
ultimate in beauty,
and offers 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, large family
room with fireplace,
and double car
garage. Call and treat
yourself to a showing
of this lovely home.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
perud Realty, for full-







burning stove and in-
sulation galore, make
this an economical and
affordable family
home. Priced at only
$42,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.




Mni1(1,1% r i(laN 7 10-N., 41
PACs of
NANKIN' $ I . 25
Waterfront home... Tptfti_g
--WeOng IrWnitir -1Aw
home on a large waterfront lot
and being able to watch the
sun rise blisten across the still
lake! Well; here is is: 2 acres on
the bank of deep water with
TVA dock permit: spacious 7
room home which will allow
you to add your own finishing
touches. Appliances included.
Central electric heat and air is
,supplemented
ing stove Call SpannitirY
Associates. 753-7724. 
45. Farms-TOr Sale
House and 15 acres with good
cattle shed, tobacco barn, and
other out buildings. More acres
and buildings can be purchas-
ed if desired. 435:4489. 
46. Homes For-Sale
Brand new duplex, under con-
struction, nearly completed. By
builder. Call 753-9400.
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St, Call 753-0305. 
47. Motorcycles
250 cc Honda Trail b:ke, ex-
cellent condition. $390. Call
753-99A0
1972 Model 500 Kawaski,
3200 actual miles, like new,
$750 Call 753-5463.
1977 Kmasio KZ 400. 2500
miles, excellent condition with
helmet $900 Call 753-6059



















1966 Chevrolet Impala, 283
automatic, power steering, air
conditioning. 753-8185.
1975 Chrysler Cordoba. air,
Power steering brakes and win-
dows, cruise, valure interior,
new tires. Call -753-8449 or
4813-2604.
1916 Datsun, blue, 2801, 4-
speed, air conditioned. AM-FM
radio, good condition, $5300.
Call 753-7655.
1967 Ford LTD, excellent runn-
ing condition. $450 Call 753-
50. Used Trucks
1969 1H. 1600. grain bed,
hoist, $3000. Call 435-4247
1960 Model School Bus Call'
753-8021 or 753-6860
Chestnut Gen. Baptist Church
51. Campers
1973 F-250 Ford pickup with
Cheaper camper Both in- ex-
cellent covdition. Call 759-
1328. 
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Hydro-Sport" bass boat




AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel-
ing arid' maintenance
References -Guaranteed work
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm. •
Byers-Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling. framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Caipet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carp entry service Whatever2636 
1974 Malibu Classic.
automatic, air, steering.
brakes, new tires, good condi-
tion. 753-1804 or 753-0521.
1977 Silver Camaro 6 cylinder
excellent condition AM-FM
Stereo radio with tape player.
Call 767-2550
your needs. old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Driveways white rocked and
graded. free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429. after 4
Pm.
For all your carpenter work call
Morris Wilson 753-2988.
1964 Triumph TR4 .1759-ii89 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-.
tinous gutters installed perafter 6 pm. 
your specifications. Call Sears
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle. 753-2310 for free estimates,
new tires. completely rebuilt
Herndon's Welding, Route 6.motor, body excellent. 753-
Box 154. 753-9507. 9507.
1976 Vega stationwagon. ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
7853..-
50. Used Trucks
1975 Bronco, A-1 shape,
$3250. Call 753-3514 or after
5:30 pm. 436-5434.
1954 Chevrolet pickup half
ton excellent condition $395
or best offer 492-8615
1974 Chevrolet pickup. good
condition, air and power, tilt
wheel, dual tanks, slide in rear
glass. AM-FM. $1490. Call 489-
2595.
1977 Chevrolet Pickup, short
bed asking $2500. Call
_1538162. 
drive, low mileage. excellent
condition Call 382-2174.
1976 Dodge. 4 wheel drive
Pickup $2700., Pointer bird
dog $150. Two wheel trailer
$50. Call 753-0230.
1978 Ford F-150 Loaded with
equipment 753-9400
1970 F-259 ford pickup puck
$600 Call 753-4E* betWiWv;
8 and 4 30
For sale 1970 model Chevrolet
half ton truck, 350 V8, 3-
speed. 68.000 miles. $1400.
May be seen at Ray Apart-
ments. 3 miles north 121 by
fair-grounds or phone 767-
2411 or 767-6356
1976. Ford F-250 Pickup. good
mech. Rough body. best offer.
Call 436-2227. ,
1973 International Travelall
truck. model-1010. 8 cylinder.
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, heater,
power. clean. Anxious to sell,
$1195. Call 753-8050 or 153-
6500.
1970 Jeep Commando, 4x4, 18,
mpg, with air. Also Ben
Franklin fireplace. and duck
decoys. 753-3621 or 753-4871.
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,




Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
I 1194.1•4•1 11•4(4. GA. *re. ..11 1913443 ire 4. 1••••••• 1110.er, P•41414
1.14.
Mobil* It..,. For Sole
Mobile home. 1 2x60. Nice, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, sun
deck, located at Riviera Courts. $5500. Call 753-
0458 from Ito 9 p.m.
 4
Will haul driveway
white rock and ag
lime. Also have wash-
ed gravel. Call 489-
2372. RONNIE PEA
Serv-ic-e--Os
Haying trouble getting things
done around the home7 Plumb-
-41g. carpentry rooting' Call
753-8950 --
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating anc
cooling bills Call Sears 753
2310, for free estimates
Licensed electriCian Prompt
efficent service Reasonable
rates Call Ernest White 753-
.0605a
Licinsed Electrician ond gas'in-
stallation heating installation
and reileffS Can 75.3-7203-
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning, aluminum or
fibergless. Also patio awnings
and carports, single or double
Jack Glover. 753-1873 after 6'
pm.
Mark Smith masonary contrac-
tor, fireplaces flus built
chimney repairs Call 489-
2231
Sewing machine repair at
home, all makes and models.
Small repair, oiling, cleaning.
re-adjusting. Service call in-
cluded, $20. Wulff Sewing
Machme Repair Murray. Call
476-5560.













Smell or Ng lobs
753-8021
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed Call Or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2.. Box 409A. Paducah_
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any typt
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Cali
Roger Hudson • 753-4545 or
753-6763
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-2Z11 or
753-9600.
Will do babysitting days in my
home Call 437-4717
'Will haul anything„that fits in a
pickup and will also do odd
Lobs large or small Call 153-
5857.'
57. Wanted
Would like to buy wood working
tools including: 8 in. table saw.
12 in. drill press; band saw.
lathe: belt sander; jointer. Call
437-4205.
OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll say





-Quality That Will Please




Think how happy your "special someone"
will be when she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory,--z.;.;,-misese-your message.
and mail or phone it to the Classified Ad-
vertising Department. The cost is low
Your message will appear in the special
Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classi-
fied section of this newspaper on Valentine's
Day, February 14.
Send the coupon below or-dial 753-1916
Easy Order Blank For
Valentine
Love Lines
PRINT YOUR COPY MERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED
Your Nome '
Address







Mail so that I reaches us no toter than Feb 12 Your message all
appear on Feb la, Valentine's Day Mail coupon and check or
money order to
The Ledger 8 Times
Classified Advertising Department
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Final Rites Today
For R. A. Cole
Final rites for Robert Alvis
Cole will be held today at 1:30
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Pallbearers will be Carves,
George, and Pat Paschall,
Claude Vaughn, Thomas Bell,.
and Randy Thornton. Burial
will follow in the Murray City.
Cemetery. _
Mr. Cole, 80,, a resident of
626 Ellis Drive: Murray, died
Thursday morning at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
_Tenn.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Obie Paschall Cole;
three daughters-Mrs. P. E.
Wylie and Mrs. Otis Cohoon,
'Paducah and Mrs. Tommy
Carroll, Murray; two sisters,.
Mrs..Estell Paschall and Mrs.
Jessie Gowins; one brother,
Wayne Cole; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Phil Morris:
three grandsons-Joseph
Robert. John Daniel, and
David Michael Houston; one
great granddaughter,




The funeral for - Richard
Lassiter will be held at 3 p.m.
today at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Truman
H. Sanders and the Rev. Bob
Dotson officiating. Mrs. Otto
Erwin will be organist.
Pallbearers will be James
Neale,. Pat Redden, Bill
Etherton, Robert Etherton,
'Ronnie Watson, Bob Dunn,
Tommy Cathey. and Johnny
Beaness. Burial will follow in
the Coles, Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Lassiter, 64 year old
resident of 501 Broad Street,
Murray, died Thursday at 4:10
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He had been
employed at Martin Oil
Company for the past 26
years, was a 'veteran of World*
War II, and a member of the
1.iberty Cumberland
-Pre'Sbyterian Church and
American Legion Post No.73.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ethel Lee Lassiter, to
whom he was married on June
9, 1945; one brother, Charlie
Lassiter and wife, Ruth, one
nephew, Jerry L. Lassiter and
wife,. Deborah, and two





Equal Williams, 84, Route 3,
Murray, died at 1:55 p.m.
Friday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Williams was a members of
the Free and Accepted
Masons.
Survivors include his wife,
_Annie; four daughters, Mrs.
Dalton (Verna Mae) Parker,
N. 10th St.; Mrs. Jim (Ruth)
Langford, Louisville; Mrs.
Alfred (Grace) Lassiter, San
Diego; and Mrs. Haron (Nell)
Parker, Route 6; one' son,
Elmo, Warren Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs.,Cozie Lawrence,
S: 6th Si; ,--and- -Mrs. Pete
(Trixie) Jones, Gallatin,
Tenn.; two brothers,
Elsworth, S. 3th St., and
Alfred, Route 3; 13 grand-
children; and 14 great-
grandchildren.
Funeral arraignments
currently are incomplete at




Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
--copy of The Murray Lodger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Satur-
days are urged to call 7 5 3-
1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday through Friday,
or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr-
dam
A circulation department
employee is ' on duty during
these time periods to insure
delivery of your newspaper.
Calls must be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
to guorantee delivery.
The fhau1dr bittlnees-6-ftlek
hours of The Murray Ledger &
Times ore $ a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday and I
o.m. to noon, Saturdays.
Services Sunday
For Mrs. Tyler
Funeral services for Mrs.
(*Alta M. Tyler will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. .
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Tyler, 73, Mayfield,
died Thursday at 2:55AI:in. at
the Murray-Calloway' County
Hospital.
She is survived by three
daughter,s--Mrs. Doyce
Morris. Murray, and Mrs:
Hershel. Mitcbener and Mrs.
Don Carson Detroit, Mich.;
two sons, J. W. Tyler, St.
Charles, Mo., and MakTyler,
Edwardsville, Ill.; two sisters,
two brothers, 10 grand.'
children, and three great
grandchildren,
The News In Brief
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) -Sen.
FAward M.. Kennedy intends
to end a long, private
reassessment of his faltering
presidential campaign next
week with what aides say will
be a "tough" major policy




.Kennedy, battling for a
comeback after his lead-off.
loss to President Carter in the
Iowa caucuses, will try in his
speech to "crystallize the
issues he's been talking
about" in his campaign for the
Dernocric presidential
norninatio .an aide- said
Friday'.
WASHINGTON I AP) -
Potential legur,S driven away
from the housing market by
recardpigh mortgage interest.
rates_ face hardships on
another front: a growing
shortage of decent places to
Grandpa Jones Performs
First.Time Since Surgery
NASHVILLE;Tenn. I AP) -
Country mqpic singer and
humorist Grandpa Jones has
performed on the Grand Ole







"Douglas H. Landrum, whose
wife, Gloria, is the daughter of
Mrs. Clovis Willis, 103
Chestnut St., Murray, recently
was promoted to Army
specialist six while serving as
a practical -nurse at Let-
terman-Army Medical Center,
Presidio of San Francisco,
Calif.
The appointing orders for
this promotion stated "...The
Secreta_ry of the Army has
placed special trust and
confidence in this soldier's
patriotism, valor, fidelity and
abilities."
The promotion was based
upon these qualities and the
demonstrated potential for
increased restonsibilties.
A 1971 graduate of Paris
High School, Landrum en-




Masses at the- St. Lee's
Catholic Church will beheld at
6:30 p.m. today and atO and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday
with the Rev__Martin Mat-
AftWIFtlie/LelfiSriflit: -
-Religion classes for all
grades, adults, and Preschool
will be held Sunday at 9:30
am.
Weekday masses will be at
6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30
p.m. on Tuesday, 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, 10 a.m. on





will be held at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday, Jan. 27, at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets.
Acolytes will be Sante Mah-
foud, Ben Moore and Brian
Doyle. Claudia Moore and
Frank Blodgett will be lay
readers. In charge of the
nursery will be ShirleyTripp.




Sermon topics for Bruce
Logue on Sunday, Jan. 27, at
the University Church of
Christ- will be "I Know Thy
Works" with scripture from
Rev. 2:18-29 at 10:30 a.m., and






!swoon, -Vernon Gentt; Joe
West, Jr., Ronnie Dunn,
Randy Dunn, Tony Thompson,
.Tin) Erwin, Bill Bailey, J. T.
Page, Leroy Eldridge,
Charles Smothermon, Kyle
Wall, and Willard Ails will
- assist in the see/Ices. -
:Nursery-supervisors-will be
Alice Like, Joann Simmons,
Verona Grogan, and Becky
Page.
'Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m.-Sundsi.
surgery Dec. 14.
"I feel like I could jump a 10-
rail fence now," Jon s,66, told
the Opry audience Friday
night.
Jones, a._,--rigular on the
television Show "Hee Haw,"
thanked those who sent him
cards and letters and prayed
for him.
Albanjo player known for his
bluegrass style of music, he
was inducted into the Country
Musie-Hallef
also . underwent open heart
surgery in the mid 1970s.






and pianist Marie Taylor, both
members of the music faculty.
at Murray State University,
will present a recital. of
sonatas on the campus on
Tuesday. Jan: 29. - -
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program is .open to the
public at no-admission charge.
Music to be performed will
be "Solo Violin Sonata in G
Minor" by Bach, "Caprice No.-
9" and "Caprice No. 19" by
Pa ganini, "Sonata in G
Minor" by• Debussy, and




released Friday showed that
while rents rose a relatively
*1111)&4. 8 percent last year,
-only 5 percent of all rental
units in the nation were vacant
during the last quarter of the
year
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
laayer'for the Black Panther
Party ' says he will appeal
dismissal of the organization's
$100 million damage suit
which accused the govern-




Colo. I AP) _White House
officials are' going before the
'Olympic Committee
today to make their casefor a
posgThle boycott of the
Olympic Games in Moscow.
1161-17SOCTheadg- S.3-Yit i
doubtful any agreement will,,
be reached here.
"Our primary interest is in
the survival and enhancement
of the Olympic movement,_
which we feel has been made
the fall' guy," said William B.,
lfitt, one of six at-large
Members' of the USOC
executive board.
r:edule - passengers of a
Delta Air Lines flight arrived
in New York following their
escape from an armed
hijacker who took their plane
to Cuba and demanded
passage to Iran.
The hijacker surrendered
after passengers sneaked off
the plane - the last of them
making noise so the man.
would not notice the plane was
empt) tug.
INTERNATIONAL
By The Associated Press .
Iranian Finance Minister
Abolhassan Beni Sadr, a
moderate who is said to favor
et t orts to free the the
American hostages in Tehran,
today was reported leading a
field of eight candidate in
Iran's presidential election.
The official Iranian news
,i4elicy., Pars, said Bani Sadr,
a French-trained economist
"laid - lonetime associate of
A tollah finhollah Khomeini,
received up to 80 pkrcent of
the votes cast in some parts of
rehran, the Iranian capital.
l'REl'ORIA, South Africa
AP) - South Africa issued a
stern . - warning against
domestic terrorism after
police, commandos crushed
NEW YORK AP) - the sharpest black nationalist
Exhausted but unharmed - ,challenge yet to this nation's
and more than 18 hours behind hue minority regime.
Figures Show $1 Item
In 1970 Now Costs $2.04
--NEW YORK f AP) — The
final price -numbers for the
1970s are in, and the gover-
nment figures the average
- item that cost .$1 when the
decade began now costs $2.04.
That increase was
.somewhat larger than the
increase in after-tax earnings
for the average family,
'bringing home the reality that
for most Americans the
decade was not one with a
rising standard of living.
Consumer prices rose 13.3
percent during the year and
were up 103.6 percent during
the decade, according to the
Consumer Price Index
released Friday by the Labor
Department.
Not all prices rose by the
same amounts, of course..
Residential rents rose just 69.8
percept during the decade, but about 72 percent, but during
overall housing costs climber** next two decades the in-
creases were well under 30
percent as inflation ceased to
be of major public concern.
inflation may-not, however,
hat; been as bad as most
peo le think during 1979. Some
econnmists- think the rise in
by 114.4 percent, reflecting
skyrocketing interest rates
and home prices.
Medical care was up by
116.7 percent, slightly more
than the overall increase.
Food prices rose 114.3 percent.
Dr. David Perkins To
Be Quest Speaker At
First Baptist Services
The Rev. Dr. David Perkins'




+John Dale will speak. on
-Progessive Conversion" with
scripture from Cot.3:1-3 at the-
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services
and on "The Books of Poetry"
with scripture from Proverbs
2:1-5 at the 6 p.m. service on
Sunday, Jan. 27, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Richard Duke, Joe Thornton,
Kevin McManus, Sam Parker,
Jim Wilson, Jerry Fulton,
Huie 4uiter, Greg Roberts,.
Charles Olree, Harry Russell,
Jamie Potts, Don A. Moseley,
Ed 'A. Thomas, John L.
Williams and Steve Steele:
Teen nursery. helper will be
Peggy Sales and special class
-helpetrwilk be Terri-Reberte,‘
• Serv.ing- on the'. es-tension
department will be Joe
Thornton and Gene
McDougal.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday.
the 100:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services on Sunday, Jan. 27, at
the First Baptist Church.lieis.
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Williamsburg.
DrPerk*Will also tR the
leader for the January Bible
Study to be held Sunda) at 6
p.m.,. and Monday through
Wednesday at 5:45 p.m.
Special music on Sunday
will be presented by Rozanna
Dalton, harpist. She was
former minister of music and
youth at the First Baptist
Church. Morganfield. She is a
graduate of Georgetorwri
College, and received', her
Masters of Church Music
degree at the Southern Baptist
Theolo ical Seminary.
Trial Of Beverly Hills Club
Fire In Recess Until Feb: 4
COVINGTON, Ky. 1API - receptacle to the cubbyhole
The Beverly Hills Supper Club area.
trial is in recess iintil Feb. 4, An investigator WhQ. did his
when defense attorneys will work shortly after the fire
continue to try to prove that admitted in a deposition there
old-technology aluntinuni was no mention in his report
wiring did not cause the 1977 about wiring in the Zebra
fire in which 165 people 114°4)111-
perished. The work of Richard Best
jap,,....a 
•
A U.S. District Court _other investigator from
has been listening to evidence
uut
the National Fire Protection
since early last month as Association determined the
plaintiffs attempt to blame the fire was electrical in nature
fire at the Southgate club on 72
_aluminum wire and device Kentucky Senate Asksmanufacturers and an in-
dependent testing laboratory.
Judge Carl Rubin callnd a 
ongress For AmendmentPresiding U.S. District C
recess in the proceedings after
Thursday's session so he can
and - that it started • a „
concealed space in the Zebr:
Room."
Best said the 'wiring he saw
in the Zebra Room was solid
copper.
Possible causes lie in-
vestigated were a ceiling
fixture in the Zebra Room and




but disagreed with the ap-
pravch
eought to Proceed with
utmost caution," warned Sen.
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow.
"The need exists to balance
the budget), but the
danger.. is one that so far
outweighs whatever gains the
nation might get. I don't' think
we ought to run the risk in
calling for a constitutional
convention."
Once called, nothing limits
. "( ,
the subjects 'that a con- Christian Church
The - ordinance of----beption-etitutional convention could
housi g c2sts was given too will be observed at the take 'up, he said. It )
_
S
since ost people don't buy a Itevv. Jerrell White, will itself, limited only by 'thefact • 
..ervices Planned.
evening hour. The pastor, the becomes a sovereign unto
How Should-, ,,e Church




The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, and the deacon of
the week, John Randolph, will
assist in the services. The
church choir, directed by
Wayne Halley with Joan
• Bdwker as orgahist and Allene
Knight as pianist, will also
sing at the morning hour.
At the evening- hoar the
.Chapel Choir and the
Choir will present special
music. „ , .
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
beat6p.m.
l'he big gainer, ,to no one's
surprise. was energy. Those
prices' were not considered
important enough to bother
reporting in 1969, but the
government later went back to
compile them.
For the 1970s, overall
energy prices went up 559
percent, according to the
government.. By that stan-
dard, gasoline was relatively
cheap at the end of the decade,
rising just 199.6 percent.
Consumer prices rose faster
in 1979 than in any year since
1946, when World War II price
controls came off and prices
surged. Comparable figures
are hard to obtain, but there
apparently was never a
decade when prices raft , as
fast as in the 19704.
In the 1940s, prices rose
large a weight in the CPI,
product deflator, which at-
tempts to measure inflation
throughout the economy, was
8.8_ percent, high but much
lower than-I3.3 percent.
.Most analyses trace the
resurgence of _inflation to
President 1.yndon Johnson's
decision in the late 1960s to
neither raise taxes Or cut back
social programs to fund the
Vietnam 'War. The two huge
oil price hikes - in 1973-74 and
1979 - administered a jolt to
the economy that was par-
tially dealt with by increasing
the size of the federal budget
deficits.
Most economists think in-
flation will abate this year as.
the _economy slows into a
recession. But those predic-
tions got a minor jolt this past
week by President Carter's
State of the Union address.
Carter's plans for increased
military spending and for the
government to buy grain that
was to have been shipped to
the Soviet Union caused some
deonomists to estimate that
the federal deficit for the
current fiscal year will rise by
as much as $10 billion.
Methodists Will
Hear Dr. Mischke
- The Rev. Dr. Welter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
What Is. Christianity For"
with scripture from Matthew
2131-40 at the 10:50 a.m.
wershici services on Sunday,
Jan. 27, at the first United
Methodist Church.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan 'with Bea
remelt as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Beautiful
Savior."
'Church School will be 9:45
a.m., Covenant Prayer Group
at 4:30 p.m., chili supper at
5:30 p.m., and Church-Wide
Study on Middle East at 6:15
p.m., all on Sunday.
By MARIA BRADEN back for approval by three-
Associated Press Writer
attend a meeting next week in quarters
 of the states."
Florida of the court ad- 
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ), - Delegates to a modern-day
Despite concern that it would convention would not have the
ministration liibcammitlee of 
the Federal Judiciary Con- 
tead - to llimpering With the same opportunity-1W
ference. U.S. Constitution, the Ken- deliberatio
n as the framers of
The defense this week began tucky Senate has asked
 the original constitution in
the presentation of its case. Congress for a constitutional 1787,* he added. "
We're
Two former reservationists at amendment to 
require a playing Russian Roulette with
the club contradicted earlier balanced federal budget. 
oour bill of rights."
testimony on the location of a Senate Joint Resolution 9, "Congres
s has shown ail
controversial electric outlet in approved Friday by a 26-11 unforgivea
ble propensity for
the cubbyhole area of the club: vote, says if Congress fails to spending beyond their 
means
Those filing suit ha traced'traced enact- and send to the states 
- and beyond ours," said Sen.
the origin of the fire to an for approval a constitutional E
d O'Dainel, D. Springfield,
electrical outlet 'in the cub- amendment prohibiting 
"but I think this is a meat-axe
byhole area adjacent to the clefiCit spending, it must call a 
approach."—
Zebra Room. They claim constititiopal
 convention for He said the problem wouldit
was wired to a panel box on that purpose. 
not bkirsolved by changing
the second floor in the Crystal "E,very year the dollar buys language in the constitution,
Room with ala 
,.....
minum wire, said the sponsor. Sen. but
-, be;„: electing the right
whih they say John Berry, 1)-N
ew Castle. people toCongress.
fire. caused the.' 
more."
rveery 
Lexingten, said if Congress 
-year people suffer Sen. Michael MOloney,
The plaintiffs have located
the outlet on the north wall, Berry acknowledge
d the enacted a balanced budget, it
but defense witnesses recalled conce
rn about subjecting the would rneVirlhe losi 'of some
that the outlet was on the east consti
tution to a convention, $82 billion to states and local
wall. but he
 said Congress is likely governments - and' leave
Burton Smith, a handyman to ena
ct an amendment .Kentucky with a $2 billion
who worked at the club, said requiring
 a balanced federal deficit.
he wired most of the club's b..adget before it
 gets to that
Crystal Room electrical panel stage.
 *
If Senate Joint Resolution 9box with copper wiring and
said he did not recall seeing 
passes the House and is ape
proved .by the governor,
aluminum wiring in the cit.,
II...Kentucky would become the
culls he did not wire. - 
.31s1 
Smith testified- 
state to call for a balancedi'Mt-411r.
budget. Congress would have
connected copper wire to the
to, call constitutional con-
secondvention once 34 states passed
Crystal Room panel box on the
floor of the club. .
similar resolutions.
That is the same panel box
that electrician William White
previously testified was used-




Fred Stalls, Jim Carlin, and
Howard McNeely will be
speakers at the 10:50 a.m.
services, and Pete Morgan,
Ken Beane, and J. T. Lee will
be speakers at the 7 p.m.
services on Sunday, Jan. 27, at.
the Memorial Baptist Church.
'Special music will be by the
Men's Choir, directed by
Milton Gresham with Sharon
_Owens as pianist and
Margaret Wilkins.as organist.
Starkie Colson, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Gayle, Angel. and
Melissa Adams.
- Church Teaching with Don
Rogers as director, Church
Training with Kerry let-
terman As director will be at 6
p.m., 'and the WMU with
Thyra Crawford as speaker
will also be at 6 p.m., all on
Sunday.
Beethoven's Only
Opera To Be On
WKMS-FM Feb. 2
This Sunday, Church School
"far all ages will begin at 9:30
alm. at the First Presbyterian
Church, located at the corner
of 16th and Main Streets.
Opponents of the resolution "Joyful Promise and
said they recognize the need to Solemn Warning," will be the.
title of the sermon by the
pas or, Rev. R. E. Ra.batin..
Moi ning worship will begin at
10:45 a.m. Choir Director Lisa
Slater will direct the choir and
Beth Braboy will play the.
organ.
Activities for the week in-
clude the Youth Group
Meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. and
the Presbytery of Western
Kentucky Union rheeting
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in Mt. Zion
-Church.
_
the subject of the sermon by
Grace Baptists To the- v. Dr. David C., Roos,
minister of the First Chriitian
Hear Pastor Speak Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
The Grace Baptist Church services on Sunday, Jan. 27, at
the church. His scripture willwill hear the pastor, the Rev.
'R. J. Burpoe, speak at the be from Acts 5:27-32.
10:45. a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Margaret Porter will dii-ect, 
services on Sunday, Jan. 27 the choir as they sing the
.1,eland Peeler and Terry
anatxihenemil'a‘Prksalsri-lorglaMni's.t.
with
Downey will sing a duet at the hl4
morning service along with a Others - -assiStilig in the
service will include Marie
directed by Mr. Peeler with
selection by the Church Choir,
Forrester, Bailey Gore, Gene
Dwane Jones as organist and Landoll, Jim Clopten, Mike
Anita Underhill as pianist. • -- Halton. Robert Hopkins, Don
The Youth Group will sing at
ee
McCord, I.envel Yates, Bully
the evening service. - Grr, Mrs. Richard Cullom,.
Nursery workers will be and Mrs. T. N. McDougal.
Gail Workman, Marie The flowers on the com-
Outland, Dean _ Downey and munion table will be furnished
Sylvia Rickman. For .bus in memory of Kirk Pool by his
information persons may call wife.
Sunday School will be at 9:30L. D. Workman, 753-8975 or 
7534782.
Beethoven's only opera,
"Fidelio," will be broadcast
on WKMS-FM radio at
Murray State University' on
Salurday-, 'Feb. 2, as another
presentation of- the Texaco'
Metropolitan Opera Radio
Network.
To begin at 1 p.m. at 91.3 on
the FM dial, the two-act opera
is another in the series of
broadcasts to be heard during
1979-80. Erich Leinsdorf will
conduct. -
Principal roles will be sung
by soprano Hildegard
Behrens, tenor Jon Vickers,
barsitone Franz Ferdiaaind in
his Metropolitan 'Opera
broadcast debut, bass Paul
Plishka, soprano Catherine
Malfitano, tenor James
Atherton, and bass James
Morris..
The intermission feature'w,
will be the second Singers
Roundtagie of the season With
panelists Birgit Nilsson,
Richard Cassilly, and Sherrill
Milnes and Robert Jacobson
as master of ceremonies. •
•
a.m., youth groups will meet
Sunday School with Dan at 5:30 p.m., and meeting with
Billington as superintendent high school parents will be at 7
will beat9:45 a.m. p.m., all on Sunday.









1 sales staff. Many of his friends will be happy I I -flounce *hot J Hordernern Nix- is bock on the
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet is pleased to on
know that Hardeman is ready 10 help them
with the best possible deal at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,
Keep That Great GM Feeling ION CALM(
=NICE own
comm. Norms num consols With Genuine GM Parts
GM
Dwain Taylor Chevron, Inc.
641 South 753-2617.:
r my- ano, mirp. mem.
